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SENATE TASK FORCE FOR MONITORING LABOR AND
HUMAN RIGHTS ISSUES

Commitments Scorecard: How are we doing in meeting the goals?

1. Factory Disclosure - Full public disclosure of factory addresses
for apparel companies & their contractors.

As of now, all of UA's licensee contracts contain a clause
requiring licensees to disclose their factory locations.

Of the approx. 300 UA licensees, the vast majority have
disclosed. To date, six contracts have been terminated for
non-disclosure, and 84 licensees were informed that they
were in breach of contract for failure to provide complete
information and given 15 days to rectify.

In addition to the United States, UA licensees make
UA products in the following countries among others:

*Mexico *pakistan
*China *Indja
*Taiwan *Nepal
*Malaysja *Srj Lanka
*Korea *Unjted Arab Emirates
*Thailand *Honduras
*Cambodja *EI Salvador
*Indonesia *Guatemala
*phjljppjnes *Hajtj
*Bangladesh



2. Factory Monitoring - Unannounced independent monitoring of
factories selected without the participation
of the companies whose factories are being
monitored.

As of now, all UA licensee contracts contain a monitoring
requirement.

The two primary monitoring organizations:

*Fajr Labor Association (FLA) - UA a member

*Worker Rights Consortium (WRC)

3. Living Wage - All workers shall receive a "living wage" by
definition to be established through independent
scholarly research.

A Living Wage Symposium was held at the University of
of Wisconsin in the fall attended by two Task Force members.

4. Women's Rights - Enforcement of the rights of women workers
to equal pay for equal work, for pregnancy
and maternity leave, and for freedom from
discrimination and sexual harassment.

As of now, there is a rider in all UA licensee contracts
concerning women's rights but it does not cover all of the
points outlined in the commitments.



CONSENT AGENDA
Faculty Senate Meeting
April 3, 2000

Instruction and Curriculum Policy Committee

I. Approval of request for reorganization of the Department of Art

Justification:
The College of Fine Arts and the Department of Art request authority to reorganize the
department as the School of Art, with three internal Divisions of Art Education, Art
History, and Studio Art. The request is the outcome of a five-year process of
departmental planning and reorganization. The unit has evolved over the years from a
unit concerned primarily with service to the University community, to one that offers a
wide range of scholarly and professional arts programs at both undergraduate and
graduate levels. The new designation would be formal recognition of the department's
current structure, scope, and size. The designation of School of Art would also more
accurately represent to potential students the unit's range of professional degree
programs and the differing paradigms for applied, creative and scholarly research.

Approvals:
UGC, 12/7/99
ICPC, 12/7/99
Grad. Council, 1/21/00



"The mission of the Department of Art is to create art and produce knowledge
about visual arts as a fundamental way of knowingone of the most vital means
by which humankind has reached its finest achievements."

Except from the Department of Art Mission Statement

I. JUSTIFICATIONS FOR THE NAME CHANGE

In both design and function the Department of Art presently conforms to the
standards of a School of Art. The name change is justified based on: the breadth of
disciplines offered; the quality of achievements of the faculty and the students; the
enrollment numbers; the organizational structure; the Mission and Vision statement;
the growing national stature of the department and faculty; and the need to compete
with increasingly competitive university arts programs across the nation.

A. Breadth

The Department of Art comprises three DivisionsStudio Arts, Art Education, and
Art History. The breadth of academic range in the department is significant to the
request. Students can be studying the history of Northern Renaissance Art in the
morning, Graphic Design Studio or Documentary Photography in the afternoon, and
Cross-Cultural Issues in Art Education in the evening.

The Department offers several degree programs: Bachelor of Arts in Studio Arts,
Bachelor of Fine Arts in Studio Arts, Master of Fine Arts in Studio Arts; Bachelor of
Fine Arts in Art Education, Master of Arts in Art Education; and, Bachelor of Arts in
Art History, Master of Arts in Art History, and, in collaboration with Arizona State
University, a Ph.D. in the History and Theory of Art.

This ability to produce knowledge and create art across a remarkably diverse
spectrum of disciplines is one of the primary assets that supports the renaming to a
School of Art at the University of Arizona.



B. Mission Statement and Goals

In a vision congruent with the mission of the University of Arizona and the College
of Fine Arts, the Department of Art is committed to (1) preparing majors in Studio
Arts, Art Education, and Art History for careers in an increasingly diverse and
technological world, and (2) to providing non-majors with a knowledge of the
important role played by all the visual arts in society. Department faculty are
dedicated to the conviction that art is one of the most vital means by which
humankind has reached its finest achievements. The department and its faculty have
contributed to raising the quality of life for the people of Arizona in meaningful and
concrete ways. The Department of Art's Mission and Vision statement is attached in
Appendix I.

The Department of Art's established goals are consistent with the goals of a School of
Art. Those goals are:

Increasing academic excellence and creative achievement among our students.

Continually expanding the breadth and diversity of the unit and thereby increasing
opportunities for the citizens of Arizona, our neighbors to the South, and the
nation.

Capitalizing on new and emerging technologies to improve teaching, learning,
research, and service outreach.

Becoming ever more competitive with comparative peer universities.

C. Structure

Five years ago, the faculty of the Department of Art unanimously voted that a
primary goal for the department would be an accelerated effort toward becoming a
School of Art. Since that time, the Department has evolved an appropriate structure of
shared governance, curriculum development, and organization by division---all
important preparatory steps toward becoming a School of Art.

The Department is presently organized with two main administrative positions: the
Department Head, currently held by Professor Andrew Polk, and Director, Graduate
and Undergraduate Programs, currently held by Professor Harold Jones.

Appropriately subdivided into three separate areas---Studio Art, Art Education, and
Art History---the Department formalized these distinctions by naming the areas
Divisions. Art Education and Art History are each administered by an elected
Division Chair, while Studio Arts, the largest Division, is administered by two elected
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Co-Chairs who serve two year terms. For the Teaching Programs and Facilities please
see Appendix II.

The Divisions are semi-autonomous, each maintaining its own curriculum, initiating
new courses, and course modifications. Each of the divisions operates in a manner
comparable to departments or divisions in Schools of Art in peer institutions
nationally.

The Department of Art is administered by the Department Head, who is guided by the
By-Laws and the Departmental Executive Committee. The DEC is composed of the
Head and five faculty members: the four Division Chairs and the Director, Graduate
and Undergraduate Programs. This governance structure is similar to that of Schools
of Art in universities across the nation.

D. Numbers

In terms of student, faculty, and enrollment statistics, the Department of Art is already
at the level ola school "population." The data from the Spring 1999 shows

910 undergraduate art majors,
104 graduate students,

33.8 FTE tenured faculty

From Fall 1994 to Spring 1999, the number of Art majors has increased 52 %, from
584 to 884. During the same period, the number of non-majors enrolled in Art courses
rose 62%, from 908 to 1,467. The following figures have been compiled by the staff
of the department Advising Center, based on numbers of students seen and processed.

UNDERGRADUATE MAJORS AND NON-MAJORS 1994:4-99:1
MAJOR FALL SPR FALL SPR FALL SPR FALL SPR FALL SPR

94 '95 '95 '96 '96 97 '97 '98 '98 99

ART EDUCATION 42 35 28 31 43 54 62 77 87 78

ART HISTORY 70 69 66 56 61 73 83 93 101 102

STUDIO 472 462 463 452 463 472 481 704 775 704

TOTAL ART 584 566 557 539 568 597 626 874 963 884
MAJORS
TOTAL NON- 908 1,092 1,105 1,096 1,413 1,710 1,260 1,515 1,123 1,467
MAJORS
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Competitiveness

There can be no question that the title School of Art projects more prestige than does
the title Department of Art.

At the same time the title School brings with it higher responsibilities---to attain
higher scholarly and creative standards, to attract exceptional students, to graduate
students who are exceptional prepared for the life and career, and to motivate faculty
to higher levels of achievement.

National, Regional and Local Schools of Art within Universities

Among Peer Institutions that have Schools of Art are University of Iowa,
Pennsylvania State University, University of Michigan, University of California, Los
Angeles, and, Arizona State University The following table shows that the
Department of Art compares favorably to comparable institutions.

Peeiinstitutiomvjith. .:ha.dUa
'SchOols öf:Art.... . Stüdents:
(UA added for comparison

Undergradúate
tudents.

Fàculty

On campus at the UA there are a number of schools such as: the School of Family
and Consumer Resources in the College of Agriculture; the School of Information
Resources and Library Science; the School of Music and Dance, College of Fine Arts;
and the School of Renewable Natural Resources, College of Agriculture.

University of Washington 50 1150 60 30
University of Arizona 104 884 34 11

Arizona State University 120 800 50 15
University of Iowa 172 762 40 13

University of 111.-Urbana 114 675 57 25
University of Michigan 45 545 40 15
University of Florida 80 500 27 5

Proposal for a name change to SCHOOL OF ART November 1999 4



Ethics Policy, Draft three, March 22, 2000

POLICY ON ETHICS IN RESEARCH AND

PROCEDURES FOR INVESTIGATIONS OF MISCONDUCT IN RESEARCH

A. Introduction

Public trust in the integrity and ethical behavior of scholars must be maintained if research is to continue to play its

proper role in the University and society. It is the policy of The University of Arizona that research, scholarly work,

and creative endeavors carried out by its faculty, staff and students be characterized by the highest standards of

integrity and ethical behavior. It is further the policy of the University to inform fully all affected parties where

misconduct in research has occurred. It is understood that allegations of scientific misconduct are grave and the

academic equivalent to the charge of a serious crime. Furthermore, academic freedom and ones career can be

threatened by false accusations.

Each member of the University community has a personal responsibility for implementing this Policy in relation to

any research, scholarly work or creative endeavor, whether or not ex-temally sponsored, with which he or she is

associated and for helping his or her associates in continuing efforts to avoid any activity which might be considered

in violation of this Policy. It is, therefore, a fundamental responsibility of the faculty, staff, students and

administration of The University of Arizona to ensure that misconduct in research is dealt with in a timely and

effective manner, and that the reputation of the University for high standards of scholarly integrity is preserved.

Failure to comply with this Policy shall be dealt with according to the procedures specified herein.

Any use of this Policy to bring malicious charges or charges not othersvise in good faith against any individual, and

any act of retaliation or reprisal against an individual for reporting in good faith a charge of misconduct, shall be

dealt with through regular administrative processes for violations of University policies. Individuals making good

faith reports under this Policy are entitled to protection against retaliation for such reports, even if the allegation is

not confirmed.

This policy applies to allfaculty, researchers and other staffmembers of The University ofArizona including, but

not limited to: graduate and undergraduate students conducting research or other scholarly activities; postdoctoral

fellows and postdoctoral research associates; visiting faculty or staff faculty or staff on sabbatical leave; adjunct

faculty when performing University work; andfaculty or staff on leave without pay. In cases in which the student or

employee status of the respondent is unclear, the Research Integrity Officer (RIO) in consultation with the Dean of

Students and the Dean of the relevant academic college shall elect whether to employ these procedures or other

procedures available for the investigation and adjudication of alleged academic misconduct by students. If the
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Ethics Policy, Draft three, March 22, 2000

University no longer employs the respondent, these procedures may nonetheless be used, at the discretion of the RIO

in consultation with the Research Policy Committee and the Vice President for Research and Graduate Studies.

B. Definitions

Research Misconduct

Research misconduct is defined as fabrication, falsfi cation, or plagiarism in proposing, performing or

reviewing research, or in reporting research results. Research, as defined herein, includes all basic, applied and

demonstration research. Fabrication is the creation ofresults, when none exist, and recording or reporting them.

FalsJìcation is manipulating research materials, equipment, or processes, or changing or omitting data or results

such that the research is not accurately represented in the research record. The research record is defined as the

record of data or results that embody the facts resulting from scient qJìc inquiry, and includes, for example,

laboratory records, both physical and electronic, research proposals, progress reports, abstracts, theses, oral

presentations, internal reports, andjournal articles. "Plagiarism" means the theft or misappropriation of

intellectual property of another or one 's self as described under copyright law. It does not include authorship or

credit disputes. Plagiarism also includes falsely taking credit for the work or ideas of another. Instances ofhonest

error and honest differences in interpretations or judgemenls of data are not considered misconduct.

Findings of research misconduct.

A finding of research misconduct requires that: there be a sign /ìcant departure from accepted practices of the

scient /ìc community for maintaining the integrity of the research record; the misconduct be committed

intentionally, or knowingly or in conscious disregard of accepted practices; the allegations be proven beyond a

reasonable doubt.

Retaliation

Punitive action against an individual who has in goodfaith made an allegation of misconduct in research or has

cooperated in goodfaith with an inquiry or investigation ofsuch allegation.

Inquiry

Informati on gathering andfact-finding to determine whether an allegation or apparent instance of misconduct

warrants investigation.

Investigation

The formal examination and evaluation of all relevant facts to determine whether misconduct has occurred.

Research
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Interpreted in this policy to include scholarship and creative work, as well as scientfìc research.

Complainant

The person who submits an allegation of misconduct to the Research Integrity Officer

Respondent

The researcher accused of misconduct.

Research Integrity Officer

The President and the Research Policy Committee will appoint the Research Integrity Officer (RIO), who will have

primaiy responsibility for the implementation of the procedures set forth in this Policy. The RIO will assist the

inquiry and investigation committees and other institutional personnel in complying with these rules and with

applicable standards imposed by government or external funding sources.

C. Reporting and Notification

Cl. Reporting Requirements

The RIO shall be responsible, at any stage of an inquiry or investigation, for compliance with reporting requirements

imposed by the research sponsor, including any such requirements concerning reporting to the Office of

Research Integrity of the Department of Health and Human Services, or the National Science Foundation, where

applicable. The RIO will notify the Office of Research Integrity at any stage of the inquiry or investigation if: (1)

there is an immediate health hazard; (2) there is an immediate need to protect federal funding or equipment; (3) the

allegation involves a public health sensitive issue (e.g., a clinical trial); (4) there is a reasonable indication of

possible criminal violations which must be reported within twenty-four hours of obtaining the information; (5) there

is an immediate need to protect the interests of the person[s] making the allegation [complainant] or of the

individual [si who is the subject of the allegation[s} [respondent] as well as the co-investigators and associates, if

any; or (6) it is probable that the alleged incident is going to be publicly reported.

The RIO is also responsible for reporting anticipated delays in the investigation process and for notifying the

funding agency of the outcome of the investigation. The inquiry and investigative committees under this Policy are

responsible for keeping the RIO apprised of information that the committees receive related to any of these reporting

requirements. The RIO shall also take steps to notify research sponsors of the initiation of an investigation in

accordance with applicable law and regulations. The RIO and the committees shall take appropriate steps to preserve

and protect data and other records of the individual's research and any funding involved in the research. This

includes computers, computer programs and the contents of computers belonging to, leased by or under the control
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or jurisdiction of, the University wherever located. The RIO is also responsible for assuring the maintenance of files

of all documents and evidence, and for the confidentiality and security of the files.

C2. Not/jication

When an allegation of misconduct is reported, the RIO, in con/unction with UCEC, first determines whether the

matter falls within the purview of this policy. At this point, the RIO may seek a confidential interview with the

complainant. Having determined that an allegation does fall within trie purview of this policy, the RIO will initiate

an inquiiy into the matter by convening a formal meeting of the University Committee on Ethics and Commitment

(UCEC). The RIO will also notify, in confidence, appropriate administrators, the Research Policy Committee, and

the respondent.

Reporting Allegations ofMisconduct

Anyone having reason to believe that a person subject to this Policy has engaged in misconduct in research should

make a detailed, written report to the RIO. If a report of misconduct is made orally, the individual should be asked to

file a written report. If the report is made orally and the complainant does not agree to submit the complaint in

writing, the RIO, if convinced of the seriousness of the allegations, may audio record the oral allegations and

prepare a written report based thereon. The RIO shall instruct the Chair of UCEC to immediately appoint a panel to

conduct an inquiry consistent with the requirements of this Policy.

Inquiry

El. Confidentiality

During the inquiry phase of this process, the identities of the complainant and the respondent will remain

confidential, except to each other, to the extent permitted by due process rights, to assure that no complainant acting

in goodfaith will experience retaliation and that the damage to the integrity of the respondent will be minimized.

E2. Conduct of the Inquiry.

The inquiry shall consist of information gathering and fact-finding to determine whether an allegation of

misconduct warrants an investigation. The Chair of UCEC shall appoint a panel composed of two members of

UCEC and one faculty member from the general faculty having expertise in a discipline directly relevant to the

inquiry, and who has neither a real nor an apparent conflict of interest to conduct the inquiry. In the event a panel

member has a real or apparent conflict of interest, the Chair of UCEC shall excuse that member from the panel and

appoint a substitute. In the event that suflicient members of UCEC are not available either because of a conflict of
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interest or any other reason, the Chair, in consultation with the RIO, may appoint ad hoc members from the general

faculty for purposes of conducting the specific inquiiy. The chair of UCEC shall ensure that the members of the

panel possess the necessary and appropriate expertise to carry out thorough and authoritative evaluation of all

relevant evidence. The respondent shall be promptly given a written copy of all allegations and reports that initiate

any inquiry.

The initial inquiry shall include examination of all pertinent information, including the review of appropriate

records and the hearing oftestimonyfrom relevant individuals. The respondent shall be given the opportunity to be

present when any testimony is presented, and shall have an opportunity to question the party giving the testimony.

The respondent will have the opportunity to respond to the allegation of misconduct and the information collected

during the inquiry. The respondent may be assisted, as he or she chooses, by others, including an attorney(s),

research collaborators, professional associates, etc. An inquiry must be completed within 60 days of its initiation

unless circumstances clearly warrant a longer period. Should it be necessary to extend the period for the inquiry

beyond 60 calendar days after the initiation of the inquiry, UCEC must request an extension from the RIO.

Extensions may only be granted for good cause, and the RIO must document the reasons for exceeding the 60-day

period.

A written report of the inquiry shall be prepared by the UCEC panel that describes the evidence that was reviewed,

summarizes relevant interviews and includes the conclusions of the inquiry. lt shall contain an assessment of

whether there is sufficient evidence to warrant a formal investigation. If the inquiry concludes that an investigation

is warranted, the respondent shall be provided an opportunity to comment on the report, and any such comment shall

become part of the record. The report of the inquiry, along with any comments on the report, shall be forwarded to

the RIO. The report shall specj5î the charges, ¿f any, that warrant full investigation as well as the possible

sanction (s) applicable to each charge or the charges as a whole.

E. 3 Resolution of the Inquiry.

If the inquiry provides sufficient evidence, in the judgment of UCEC, to warrant a formal investigation, or if the

RIO determines that Federal regulations require such action, the RIO will refer the report to the ad hoc Investigative

Committee (see Investigation, below). If the RIO and UCEC, based on the inquiry report, find that the charge does

not warrant an investigation, any reference to the charge in the personnelfile of any individual shall be removed

promptly. All materials relating to the charge and the determination shall be sent to the RIO, who shall be

responsible for their security. Such records shall be maintained for at least three years. In the case of allegations not

5
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F. Investigation

Fi. Introduction.

If the inquiry warrants an investigation, the ad hoc Investigative Committee shall begin aformal investigation

within 30 days of the co,npletion of the inquiry. The investigation including preparation of the report should

ordinarily be completed within ¡20 days of its initiation (i.e., the first meeting). Exceptions require the approval of

the RIO and the concurrence of any sponsoring agency. The RIO shall also notify the respondent of the initiation of

an investigation and of the respondent's right to appear before the committee. The RIO shall take any additional

appropriate steps to notify research sponsors of the initiation of the investigation in accordance with applicable law

and regulations. The UCEC panel may ask the Vice President for Research or Provost, as appropriate, to suspend the

individual accused from further participation in the research project in question, if the panel detennines that serious

hann to the individual or others would be threatened by the individual's continuance of his or her duties. Any such

suspension shall not interrupt payment of salaxy.

F2. Ad hoc Investigative Committee

The ad hoc Investigative Committee shall consist of at least 5 faculty members who are, in the judgment of the RPC,

without any relevant or apparent conflict of interest and who have appropriate expertise to carry Out a thorough and

authoritative evaluation of the relevant evidence. One individual shall be appointed by the Provost and shall be a

faculty member, other than the RIO, who is familiar with or trained in the ethical and financial rules applicable to

research, scholarly work, and other creative endeavors. This individual shall serve as chair of the committee. The

Chair of the Faculty shall choose Iwo other individuals from the voting membership of The University ofArizona

general faculty.

After consultation with the committee members, the Chair of the ad hoc Investigative Committee shall select two

additional committee members who are without any real or apparent conflict of interest and have appropriate

expertise to carry out a thorough and authoritative evaluation of the relevant evidence. Generally, the two additional

members shall also be members of the general faculty of The University of Arizona or from another university under

the jurisdiction of the Arizona Board of Regents (ABOR). In unusual circumstances, external scholars or persons

with expertise in other areas may be included on the committee where warranted by the nature of the field or

allegations. The committee may also seek additional consultation from individuals outside of the ABOR system who

have demonstrated expertise in the discipline or area of research that is the subject of the investigation.

No faculty member should serve on the committee if he or she has any real or apparent conflict of interest. In

addition, the respondent may request that a committee member recuse himself or herself if the respondent believes

the individual has a conflict of interest. A conflict of interest means the real or apparent interference of one person's
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interest with the interests of another person, where potential bias may occur due to prior or existing personal,

professional or financial relationships, be they direct or indirect. Generally, differences of professional opinion held

in good faith and without prospect of financial gain should not be construed as conflicts of interest.

F3. Conduct of Investigation

Upon receiving the allegation(s) of misconduct and the report of UCEC from the RIO, the ad hoc Investigative

Committee shall promptly commence the investigation. The scope of the investigation shall be determined by the

committee at its discretion according to the allegations. and the facts. The co,nmittee shall consider only such

evidence that it receives and shall use its judgment in deciding what evidence presented is fair and reliable. In

doing so the committee is not bound by the rules of evidence, but hearsay shall not be admitted except in the form of

sworn affidavits or depositions. The committee may inten'iew, either by written questions or in person, individuals

who have or are believed to have information germane to the investigation. The obtained evidence will be

sequestered promptly and systematically with custody and a detailed inventory constructed. The respondent shall

have an opportunity to cross-examine in the same form. The committee shall have the right, insofar as allowed by

law, of access to any University document or record, however preserved, and by whoever held. The committee shall

have the power, insofar as allowed by law, to sequester any University record or tangible object. This includes

computers, computer programs and the contents of computers belonging to, leased by or under the control or

jurisdiction of, the University wherever located. The investigation normally will include examination of all

documentation, including but necessarily limited to relevant research data and proposals, publications,

correspondence, and memoranda of telephone calls. Whenever possible, interviews shall be conducted of all

individuals involved in either making the allegation or against whom the allegation is made, as well as other

individuals who might have information regarding key aspects of the allegations; complete summaries of these

interviews should be prepared, provided to the interviewed party and the respondent for comment or revision, and

included as part of the investigatoiy file.

The committee chair shall establish a schedule for the conduct of the investigation. It is the responsibility of all

parties to make themselves available according to the schedule. Accommodations will be made in a manner that

allows the respondent to participate in the investigation while maintaining the most important job-related and

professional obligations. The committee shall have the power to compel the attendance and testimony of any

University employee except the respondent. If the respondent chooses not to make him or herself available, the

committee may proceed in his or her absence. Early in the course of the investigation the committee should discuss

the matter in confidence with the respondent. The respondent shall also be given the opportunity to be present at

any proceedings that involve discussions with persons other than the respondent, such as persons with whom he or

she has collaborated in relation to the work under review. During the formal investigation, every reasonable effort

shall be made to protect the identity of the respondent(s) and the complainant(s) from third parties. However, at this

stage the respondent must be informed of the identity of all witnesses called before the committee. Cases that
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depend specifically upon the observations or statements of a complainant cannot proceed without the involvement of

the complainant. The respondent must be given the opportunity to appear before the committee and to suggest other

witnesses for the committee to interview. The respondent may be accompanied by an advisor, who may be a lawyer

but who may not participate in the proceeding. On its own initiative or at the request of the respondent, the

committee shall accept documents or other evidence, which the respondent believes to be favorable to his or her

defense. If the respondent requests an interview with the Investigative Committee, it must provide an opportunity for

the interview. The Ad Hoc Investigative Committee will establish the time required to complete the full investigation

and the respondent 'sj defense.

Record of the Investigation

A written transcript or an audiotape shall be kept of all meetings at which evidence is presented. Upon request, a

copy of the transcript shall be provided to the respondent at the University's expense. The committee shall make and

keep accurate and complete records, including transcripts or audiotapes of all interviews, original or legible and

complete photocopies of all documents or records including where and how obtained. The RIO shall preserve the

evidence of each investigation in such a manner that it is not subject to unauthorized use or tampering until such

time as it is no longer needed and for a minimum of three years.

Report of the Investigation

At the conclusion of its investigation, the committee shall prepare a written report indicating the process of

investigation, findings, conclusions and recommendations for an appropriate course of action. The report shall

specifically state whether or not misconduct has occurred in violation of this Policy and with respect to each

allegation, the facts and reasons for each of the findings and conclusions. If the evidence supports afinding of

scientUìc misconduct, the recommendations must include appropriate sanctions and shall include adequate steps to

meet the University's obligations, if any, to third parties affected by the violation, including co-investigators and co-

authors, flmding agencies and other research sponsors and professional journals. In deciding what sanctions are

appropriate, the agency should consider the seriousness of the misconduct, including whether the misconduct was

intentional or in conscious disregard; was an isolated event or part of a pattern; had significant impact on the

research record; and had signfìcant impact on other researchers or institutions. An outline for investigative

reports is attached to this Policy as Appendix A and is strongly recommended as a general format. A preliminary

copy of the report will be provided to the respondent who will be provided an opportunity to respond orally, or in

writing, before final recommendations are made. To the extent he or she can be identified, the person(s) who made

the allegations should be provided with those portions of the report that address his or her role and opinions in the

investigation. The committee shall send its final report, including any comments on the preliminary report received

from the respondent or complainant, to the respondent and the RIO for transmission to the Vice President for

Research and the Provost.

8
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F6. Outcome and Resolution of the Investigation

F6a. Initial procedures.

The Provost shall consider the committee 's recommendations and, in consultation with the Vice Presi dent for

Research, produce a written decision as promptly as possible. A finding ofno misconduct cannot be overturned

Written nohJìcation of the decision will be sent to the respondent, who shall accept, reject or mod,5.' all or any part

of the committee report and the decision of the provost, including all conclusions and recommendations as is

warranted by the evidence. The Provost shall report to the President the full account of the investigation and the

basis of the Provost's decision. The Provost's decision, together with the Investigative Committee's report, shall be

transmitted to the Office ofResearch Integrity.

F6b. Finding ofno misconduct

The University, including the RIO, Vice President for Research and the Provost shall undertake diligent efforts, as

appropriate, to restore the reputations ofpersons alleged to have engaged in misconduct in research when

allegations are not confirmed and also undertake diligent efforts to protect the positions and reputations of those

persons who, in goodfaith, made the allegations. Those making disclosures of misconduct in research in goodfaith

are entitled to protection from retaliation, even f the allegation is determined to be unfounded

F6c. Finding of improper or malicious allegations

If the inquiry finds that the allegations were improper or malicious, the RIO will notif' the appropriate university

administrators, who will initiate disciplinary procedures against the complainant under other University of Arizona

policies ands procedures pertinent to such actions and circumstances.

F6d Finding ofmisconduct

In the event that the Provost concurs that misconduct has occurred in violation of this Policy, the Provost shall take

all appropriate steps after determining whether to noti1' law enforcement agencies or other parties affected of the

outcome of the case. The Provost shall propose sanctions within the specfìcations outlined in the inquily report. In

the case of a Policy violation, the Provost's report to the President shall include information on the steps taken, if

any, to notify affected parties. To the extent any disciplinary action is recommended, that portion of the decision

shall proceed in accordance with established University policies and procedures on such matters for faculty,

professional or classified stafl and students as is appropriate. Faculty members will have the opportunity to appeal

any recommended disciplinary actions to the Committee on Academic Freedom and Tenure (CAF]'), which shall
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Informal Resolution

If at any time during the investigative process the ad hoc committee and the respondent determine that the charges

may be resolved in a manner satisfactory to the University, any sponsor of the research, and the respondent, the

committee may enter into an appropriate agreement subject to the approval of the RIO and the Provost, subject to

the required approval of the Office of Research Integrity. In such instances, the resolution must address the interests

of all affected parties, including federal sponsoring agencies.

Legal Advice for Committees

4.n independent attorney or General Counsel shall advise the

inquiry and investigating committees, on procedural niatters.

Further Administrative Action

Once the University process has concluded, further administrative action may be taken by a federal agency. Any

such action may or may or may not be based upon the University investigation and findings and is beyond the

purview of the University. However, it is the University policy that generally all employees will cooperate in such

agency inquiries.

Ethics Policy, Draft three, March 22, 2000

include at least two ad hoc members who have expertise in the discipline or area of research of the respondent.

Hearings before the appropriate grievance committee shall be conducted in accordance with the normally applicable

procedures, and their recommended decisions are advisoiy to the President who makes the final decision. Final

decisions of the President are subject to de novo judicial review if allowed by Arizona law. under applicable
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A response from the Office of Undergraduate Education to questions and
concerns raised in the Faculty Senate about the proposed Bachelor of Liberal

Arts (BLA) degree as enumerated in the minutes for the Faculty Senate
meeting of 6 December 1999.

Randall M. Richardson
21 March 2000

1) "Who is the target audience for this degree proposal? Is it meant for true generalists or
just undecided?"

Although the BLA is intended for the generalist, is there any real problem if the
degree program appeals to undecided students? The rigor of the degree, in
particular the capstone experience (thesis), will give vacillating students pause.

2) "The two examples of program options (Science and Religion, Science and the Arts)
for the third and fourth year are too narrow"

The program options listed in the proposal are just examples. Options within the
degree program are not limited to just those two examples.

3) "How does this degree differ from that offered by the Arizona International College
(MC)?"

MC does not feel this proposal competes with their degree program because
students cannot select this degree program until they've completed 30 units,
MC curriculum is weakly articulated with main campus, so it is for a non-

overlapping student body set;
it may or may not be international, and
all MC courses are interdisciplinary;

Unlike Liberal Studies offered at MC, the BLA begins and ends with single-
discipline and general education courses, assembled into a combination created by
students with their advisors. At MC, the BLS student begins immediately with
interdisciplinary study and does not necessarily include upper-level liberal arts
enhancement work. (This is in the BLA proposal already: p.3, IV, 3rd paragraph).

4) "The hallmark of a liberal education is both the breadth and some sort of depth major"

The degree needs to be declared 30 units before graduation, requirements are meant
to be a rigorous challenge and include 42 upper division credits and a 5 unit
capstone experience with a faculty mentor.



5) "How can a degree be granted by a non-degree granting college which has no faculty?

There is already a degree housed in University College, Interdisciplinary Studies
(1DS), with about 39 majors. The JDS degree program involves faculty from almost
every college within the University College structure. University College is an
appropriate way to house the BLA degree as it is meant to be outside the boundaries
of a single college.

6) "The Senate is urged to avoid making decisions which remove options for our students
based on how we've chosen to organize the faculty"

We agree. This is an argument in support of the BLA degree.

7) "The workload may increase the already heavily-worked Humanities Program faculty"

The proposal is strongly supported and endorsed by the Humanities Program and
they are considering how they might maintain their teaching responsibilities

The Humanities Program faculty met at a retreat recently and charted creative
means for dealing with the change in its workload. It can meet the challenge of
advising without foregoing its basic commitment to General Education instruction.

8) "What is the student demand for this degree?"

The proposal estimated demand based on responses of students enrolled in
Humanities Program courses who were queried about their interest in such a
program, and similar demands at ASU and NAU

9) "Is this an avenue for students who've had improper advising?"

We hope that students don't receive improper advising. But, if students were
attracted to this rigorous degree program with a five-unit capstone experience and
thesis because of prior errors in advising, is this a problem with the degree? See
also number i above.

10) "The Senate needs to hear from more students across colleges and not just in the
Humanities Program"

We have met with the ASUA leadership and requested student feedback. Senator
Aguilar, in consultation with the other two undergraduate Senators, has indicated
that the degree will meet a student need, both in terms of increased degree options
for students and possibly by encouraging community college students to transfer
earlier to the University. Please ask the ASUA Senators for additional feedback.
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11) "Could the BLA be integrated into the Interdisciplinary Studies (IDS) program?"

The IDS is essentially three disparate minors (20 units) without a capstone
experience, and is significantly different from this proposal

12) "Would teaching assistants' (TA's) class sizes of these core courses be increased?"

The Humanities Program classes have traditionally been capped at 50 students and
they have no TA's. In response to large student demand for Humanities program
courses, the Humanities Program is considering offering a limited number of
courses in a larger class format. One is already approved to begin in Fall 2000,
with TA support from the Office of Undergraduate Education, independent of the
BLA.

13) "This proposal may encourage the students' indecision in selecting a degree and a
major."

"Indecision" and freedom to choose may be confused, and there is in any case no
need to curtail the latter to forestall the former.

14) "At least one of the courses included in the proposal is for majors only and another
that has not been offered for the past five years"

Courses were chosen from the catalogue as examples. Students and advisors will
have little difficulty finding appropriate coursework for chosen interdisciplinary
themes.

15) "Some mention of the marketability of this degree should be included in the
proposal."

This was addressed in the BLA proposal, page 2, second paragraph: "The BLA also
meets a need for career flexibility in an increasingly complex world. A recent
nationwide survey of CEOs and human resources managers revealed the
"tremendous value" of liberal arts training. Skills fostered by a BLA degree:
"critical thinking and problem solving, oral and written communication, and the
ability to work with and learn from a wide variety of people are the skills that CEOs
and H.R. managers look for most in a job candidate" (cited in the Arizona Daily
Star, 6/6/98, Sect. A, p. 19).
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The University of Arizona
Proposal for Re-organization of the Department of Art

Initiating college, department, or committee: Department of Art

Description of the proposed organizational unit change:
New department ( )
New committee ( )
New laboratory, center,
institute, or bureau ( )
Reorganization ( )

Other ( X ) Name change

New Unit Title: School of Art

New Unit Head/Director (title and signature) Director

Department Head Of Initiating Unit

Date It,,/i c1,/

College Dea,y

Date



College of Fine Arts
Öffice of the Dean

THE UNIVERSIiY OF

ARIZONA
TUCSON ARIZONA

November 15, 1999

MEMORANDUM

TO: Paul S. Sypherd, Provost

FROM: Maurice J. Sevigny, De

SUBJECT: Proposal for Reorganization of the Department of Art

I am delighted to convey my enthusiastic support for the request to designate the Department of
Art, "School of Art," the name it richly deserves. The designation, School, would, in a sense, be
a formality, for the organization already is functioning in a way which merits the name change.
This proposal is the outcome of a five-year process of departmental planning and reorganization.
It represents a strong faculty consensus, the unanimous support of the Department' s executive
committee and a formal recommendation in the Department Head's Five-Year Review. The
designation of, "School," is related to the external perception of an academic unit offering a
range of professional degree programs and the differing paradigms for applied, creative and
scholarly research.

The nomenclature of Department promotes the perception by potential students that the unit is
concerned "only" with general studies, undergraduate programs or just the production/creation of
art. But, there are three distinct semi-autonomous divisions of specialization within the unit--Art
Education, Art History, and Studio Art--each functioning as virtual departments/divisions, each
with elected representation on the Department Executive Committee.

Further evidence of the unit's acting as a school is that various degrees are offered within the
three divisions. Art History students pursue the BA, MA, and, in a collaborative degree program
with ASU, the Ph.D.; Art Education undergraduates seek a BFA, followed by an MA; and Studio
Art undergraduates are admitted into a BA program, then some of them gain admission to the
BFA degree structure. Studio Art offers as a terminal degree, the 60-unit MFA. The department
scope, governance and size parallels the structure of our School of Music and Dance.

The accompanying request, outlines the breadth and complexity of the unit in detail. These
characteristics of breadth and complexity certainly underscore why I give the request my
strongest support.

Music Building 0004, Room 111
P.O. Box 210004
Tucson, AZ 85721-0004
(520) 621-7886
FAX; (520) 621-1307
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"The mission of the Department of Art is to create art and produce knowledge
about visual arts as a fundamental way of knowingone of the most vital means
by which humankind has reached its finest achievements."

Except from the Department of Art Mission Statement

I. JUSTIFICATIONS FOR THE NAME CHANGE

In both design and function the Department of Art presently conforms to the
standards of a School of Art. The name change is justified based on: the breadth of
disciplines offered; the quality of achievements of the faculty and the students; the
enrollment numbers; the organizational structure; the Mission and Vision statement;
the growing national stature of the department and faculty; and the need to compete
with increasingly competitive university arts programs across the nation.

A. Breadth

The Department of Art comprises three DivisionsStudio Arts, Art Education, and
Art History. The breadth of academic range in the department is significant to the
request. Students can be studying the history of Northern Renaissance Art in the
morning, Graphic Design Studio or Documentary Photography in the afternoon, and
Cross-Cultural Issues in Art Education in the evening.

The Department offers several degree programs: Bachelor of Arts in Studio Arts,
Bachelor of Fine Arts in Studio Arts, Master of Fine Arts in Studio Arts; Bachelor of
Fine Arts in Art Education, Master of Arts in Art Education; and, Bachelor of Arts in
Art History, Master of Arts in Art History, and, in collaboration with Arizona State
University, a Ph.D. in the History and Theory of Art.

This ability to produce knowledge and create art across a remarkably diverse
spectrum of disciplines is one of the primary assets that supports the renaming to a
School of Art at the University of Arizona.



B. Mission Statement and Goals

In a vision congruent with the mission of the University of Arizona and the College
of Fine Arts, the Department of Art is committed to (1) preparing majors in Studio
Arts, Art Education, and Art History for careers in an increasingly diverse and
technological world, and (2) to providing non-majors with a knowledge of the
important role played by all the visual arts in society. Department faculty are
dedicated to the conviction that art is one of the most vital means by which
humankind has reached its finest achievements. The department and its faculty have
contributed to raising the quality of life for the people of Arizona in meaningftil and
concrete ways. The Department of Art's Mission and Vision statement is attached in
Appendix I.

The Department of Art's established goals are consistent with the goals of a School of
Art. Those goals are:

Increasing academic excellence and creative achievement among our students.

Continually expanding the breadth and diversity of the unit and thereby increasing
opportunities for the citizens of Arizona, our neighbors to the South, and the
nation.

Capitalizing on new and emerging technologies to improve teaching, learning,
research, and service outreach.

Becoming ever more competitive with comparative peer universities.

C. Structure

Five years ago, the faculty of the Department of Art unanimously voted that a
primary goal for the department would be an accelerated effort toward becoming a
School of Art. Since that time, the Department has evolved an appropriate structure of
shared governance, curriculum development, and organization by division--all
important preparatory steps toward becoming a School of Art.

The Department is presently organized with two main administrative positions: the
Department Head, currently held by Professor Andrew Polk, and Director, Graduate
and Undergraduate Programs, currently held by Professor Harold Jones.

Appropriately subdivided into three separate areas---Studio Art, Art Education, and
Art History---the Department formalized these distinctions by naming the areas
Divisions. Art Education and Art History are each administered by an elected
Division Chair, while Studio Arts, the largest Division, is administered by two elected
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Co-Chairs who serve two year terms. For the Teaching Programs and Facilities please
see Appendix II.

The Divisions are semi-autonomous, each maintaining its own curriculum, initiating
new courses, and course modifications. Each of the divisions operates in a manner
comparable to departments or divisions in Schools of Art in peer institutions
nationally.

The Department of Art is administered by the Department Head, who is guided by the
By-Laws and the Departmental Executive Committee. The DEC is composed of the
Head and five faculty members: the four Division Chairs and the Director, Graduate
and Undergraduate Programs. This governance structure is similar to that of Schools
of Art in universities across the nation.

D. Numbers

In terms of student, faculty, and enrollment statistics, the Department of Art is already
at the level of a school "population." The data from the Spring 1999 shows

910 undergraduate art majors,

104 graduate students,

33.8 FTh tenured faculty

From Fall 1994 to Spring 1999, the number of Art majors has increased 52 %, from
584 to 884. During the same period, the number of non-majors enrolled in Art courses
rose 62%, from 908 to 1,467. The following figures have been compiled by the staff
of the department Advising Center, based on numbers of students seen and processed.

UNDERGRADUATE MAJORS AND NON-MAJORS, 1994:4-99:1
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MAJOR FALL SPR FALL SPR FALL SPR FALL SPR FALL SPR
94 '95 '95 '96 '96 97 '97 '98 '98 99

ART EDUCATION 42 35 28 31 43 54 62 77 87 78

ARTHISTORY 70 69 66 56 61 73 83 93 101 102

STUDIO 472 462 463 452 463 472 481 704 775 704

TOTAL ART 584 566 557 539 568 597 626 874 963 884
MAJORS
TOTAL NON- 908 1,092 1,105 1,096 1,413 1,710 1,260 1,515 1,123 1,467
MAJORS



Competitiveness

There can be no question that the title School of Art projects more prestige than does
the title Department of Art.

At the same time the title School brings with it higher responsibilities--to attain
higher scholarly and creative standards, to attract exceptional students, to graduate
students who are exceptional prepared for the life and career, and to motivate faculty
to higher levels of achievement.

National, Regional and Local Schools of Art within Universities

Among Peer Institutions that have Schools of Art are University of Iowa,
Pennsylvania State University, University of Michigan, University of California, Los
Angeles, and, Arizona State University The following table shows that the
Department of Art compares favorably to comparable institutions.

..F.eer.I:stitution with
choölls;o:

dddfc.rçparison)

Undergradüäte
ents

Faculty

On campus at the UA there are a number of schools such as: the School of Family
and Consumer Resources in the College of Agriculture; the School of Information
Resources and Library Science; the School of Music and Dance, College of Fine Arts;
and the School of Renewable Natural Resources, College of Agriculture.
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University of Washington 50 1150 60 30
University of Arizona 104 884 34 11

Arizona State Umversitv 120 800 50 15

University of Iowa 172 762 40 13

University of 111.-Urbana 114 675 57 25

University of Michigan 45 545 40 15

University of Florida 80 500 27 5



G. Departmental Achievements

NASAD Accreditation

In 1998, after a lengthy review process, involving visits to the Department by groups
and individuals from NASAD, as well as an in-depth application process, the
Department of Art was awarded accreditation from this prestigious national
organization, headquartered in Reston, Virginia.

The National Association of Schools of Art and Design is composed of member
schools and institutions representing the highest traditions and aims in the education
in the arts. These members have proven, by the fact of their membership and activity
in the organization., their deep interest in fostering high standards for arts educatîon.
Through its annual meetings, NASAD provides a national forum for discussion of the
broadest considerations involving education of artists and designers. NASAD is the
only accrediting agency covering the whole field of art and design recognized by the
U.S. Department of Education.

Ph.D. in Art History

In February 1999, the Arizona Board of Regents approved the proposal for the
Arizona Doctor of Philosophy in the History and Theory of Art. With the
collaboration of the two major state universities, University of Arizona and Arizona
State University, this Ph.D. evolved during six years of discussion, planning, and
research by faculty and administrators in Tucson, and in Tempe.

The program exploits the existing academic resources and facilities in the State of
Arizona. More than the sum of its parts, this program offers students the faculty
expertise, curricular offerings, artistic and scholarly resources, and creative energies
of two Research One universities. Faculty and technology providers on each campus
have worked to create effective interactive distance learning as a means of enhancing
and expanding curricular offerings on both campuses. The new electronic
technologies play an important role in this collaborative program. Students will
acquire skills in utilizing technology in teaching and research.

The goal of the program is to produce excellent art history scholars who will be
uniquely competitive in the professional markets of teaching and museum work
because of their exceptional grounding in subject matter, methodology, and electronic
technology.
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Bachelor of Arts with a major in Studio Arts

In June 1999 the Arizona Board of Regents approved the proposal for a Bachelor of
Arts degree with a major in Studio Arts.

Based on alumni feedback, the Department found that significant numbers of its
graduates do not actually become professional artists. Instead, they go into art-related
fields where broader educational backgrounds would be more relevant and useful. To
accommodate student demand the department instituted a Bachelor of Arts degree.

The BA provides an important alternative to the existing BFA degree. Unlike the
BFA, which was designed to prepare students for becoming professional artists, the
BA is intended to prepare students for other types of art careers. Students interested in
pursuing art-related careers through the BA program have the opportunity to combine
their concentrated studies in studio art with a minor, thereby allowing a secondary
concentration in other fields such as museum studies, arts management, art therapy,
marketing, media arts, computer science, psychology, sociology, and so forth.

Secondly, the BA responds to the enormous potential resources of urban and rural
high school students with interests and abilities in art. Too many of these students
choose not to pursue art careers for fear that such careers cannot provide sufficient
livelihoods. Like the rest of the nation, Arizona is rapidly increasing its needs for the
creative and visualization skills of the artistic mind in business and industry. The BA
is intended to provide additional and more attractive career options for the student
population and to enable them to be competitive on a local and national level.

On a departmental level the faculty intends for the BA to have a positive effect on the
BFA program because the new portfolio process required to move from the BA to the
BFA program will raise the quality of the creative minds and aesthetic output.

Public Art 2000

During the past 40 years, Public Art has become an important new industry. Percent-
for-the-arts programs in the U.S. now exist in 30 states, 300 cities, and numerous
counties. In addition to the enormous amount of support by public entities, there are
also a growing number of private industries that want to invest, through support of
art, in the quality-of-life in their communities. As a result, Public Art opportunities
are increasing exponentially. And such opportunities can translate into career options,
not only for artists, but also for city planners, architects, engineers, financiers,
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program administrators and scholars. At present, there are only a few (mostly small)
educational programs offering curricula in Public Art.

The Department of Art is currently developing a comprehensive, interdisciplinary
program in Public Art. It will be the only program in the world that supports,
researches, documents, studies, and evaluates public art activity, and its mission will
be to advance learning through the integration of teaching, research, and service to
others. As part of the planning process the Department is to bring in consultants from
national, local, and state communities to brainstorm and formulate the scope and
purpose of the program.

II. GROWTH AND EVOLUTION
OF 111E DEPARTMENT OF ART

A. History

Since 1988, the program has had four Department Heads: Moira Geoffrion (January
1988-June 1991), Ellwood C. Parry Ill(acting, July 1991-June 1992), Jon Meyer (July
1992-April 1994), and Andy Polk (interim, April 1994-June 1996; permanent, July
1996-present).

In 1990, ÌvIFA graduate studios were consolidated from a number of different
temporary satellite structures, all off campus, into a converted warehouse at 820 W.
16th Street. In 1993, with the completion of the Fine Arts complex, space assignments
changed. Several areas moved into the new facility: Fibers, Metalsmithing/Jewelry,
and Figure Modeling were relocated from their temporary satellite spaces;
Photography, Beginning Drawing, the Visual Resources Center, the Joseph Gross
Gallery and student galleries, and administrative and Art History faculty offices were
moved from their previous spaces in the old Art building. Sculpture expanded into the
new complex with its new foundry facility. A student computer lab was set up in the
former Visual Resources Center. Printmaking and Painting expanded into the former
Beginning Drawing rooms. In 1994, New Genre moved permanently into the old Art
building, and in 1996, a student lounge was established in part of the old Photography
facility.

New curricular developments began in 1990 with the formal introduction of New
Genre (performance art, video art and installation art) into the program. In 1991, Art
History courses in the art of the African Diaspora were introduced. In 1994, the
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Departmentoffered its first computer art classes. In 1995, the Department changed
its Bachelor of Arts with an emphasis on Art History requirements from 125 units to
120 units to allow students to finish more easily in four years.

In June 1999 the department opened the Advising Center in the newly renovated
basement space that had been the home of the photography program. The Advising
Center houses a variety of undergraduate and graduate advising services. Student
workshops, scholarship reviews, class scheduling, recruitment, and curriculum
planning are all conducted in the Advising Center.

In 1999 the Arizona Board of Regents approved two Department degree proposals:
for a Bachelor of Arts in Studio Art; and a Ph.D. in the History and Theory of Art
History developed in close collaboration with ASU School of Art History faculty.

Since 1986, the Department of Art has maintained its commitment to providing
General Education to all University of Arizona students. From 1986 to 1995 members
of Art History faculty were involved in planning, piloting, and regularly teaching the
three-course sequence, Fine Arts 207, 307 and 317, Western Civilization in the Arts
(no longer offered because of change of Gen. Ed. regulations and lack of finds). To
conform to the new Core Curriculum guidelines, the Art History faculty offers: ARH
201 Art in Society: Pre-history through Gothic, ARH 202 Art in Society: Renaissance
through Modern, and ARH 203, Art in Society: Africa, Oceania and the Americas.

In the Fall of 1999 the Studio faculty began offering another General Education
course, Art 203 Survey of Contemporary Studio Art. This course presents an
overview of the history and theory of contemporary art practices; students gain
insight into how one conceives, creates, and expresses ideas in visual form.

Since 1990, the Department's Community Advisory Board has grown considerably in
size and effectiveness. Charged with supporting the Department through ftindraising
and advocacy, this group's activities have yielded over $100,000 in gifts and
contributions in recent years.

B. Faculty Prestige

A high level of prestige is evident by the number of important distinctions held by the
faculty of the Department of Art. Among these are six National Endowment for the
Arts Fellowships, two Guggenheim Fellowships, an Adolph and Esther Gottlieb
Fellowship, a Pollock Krasner Fellowship, a Fuibright Fellowship, inclusions in
major collections in this country (e.g., Museum of Modern Art, Metropolitan
Museum of Art, Hirshhorn Museum, Whitney Museum of American Art, and
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Guggenheim Museum of Art) and abroad (e.g., Australia, Mexico, Canada, England,
Japan, Sweden, Poland, Bulgaria, Russia, Latvia, Taiwan), and numerous prestigious
board positions.

In a recent listing of reconized experts in art history, Art News included two faculty
members in Art History. Fourteen Department faculty members are listed in the
1993-94 edition of Who's Who in American Art. In a feature article titled, "Report
from Tucson, The New West," Art in America recognized Tucson artists (including
UA faculty and alumni) for their "hybrid works that reconcile southwestern
landsca?e, Native American and Hispanic traditions, and advanced contemporary
forms."

For the most part, studio faculty teach two or three courses or course equivalencies
per semester. (A course equivalence includes two or more combined or co-convened
sections taught at once.) In Art History and Art Education, the standard teaching load
is two courses per semester. In the Studio areas, the standard teaching load is three
courses one semester and two courses the next (or vice versa).

IV. DESIRED CIIANGES IN STRUCTURE
The changes in structure would be primarily in the nomenclature used to identify
administrative officers and discipline areas. The changes would be;

From Department Head to Director, School of Art

From Director, Graduate and Undergraduate Programs to
Associate Director, School of Art

We would retain the Divisions as titles for our three separate distinct units.

The Division Chair title and responsibilities would remain essentially the same.

"The Great Experts," Art News (Sept. 1992), pp. 90-94.
2ArtinAmerica (Oct. 1992), pp. 53-61.
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COMPONENTS TO BE MAINTAINED
All present components will be maintained. No changes in the present structure or
budgeting framework of the Department of Art will be required as a result of the
name change to School of Art. The Department has been transitioning toward a
school organization and culture for the last five years. The structure, budget
mechanisms, and curriculum are designed with art school models in mind. Therefore,
the components will remain as they are now, with the exception of those changes that
will be part of the normal evolutionary patterns toward greater excellence.

SUMMARY

The Department of Art, in size, breadth, structure, and stature, fùnctions as a School
of Art. It ftilfills all the generally recognized criteria that justify this naine change.

The approval of the name change to the School of Art would mark the culmination of
the Department's efforts over the last five years toward this goal. The name change
would strategically position the unit to take advantage of the increased opportunities
available to a School of Art. A School of Art is more likely to attract exceptional
students as well as outside finding; and, like superior reputations in sports and
sciences, it would enable the department to recruit the highest level of internationally
recognized artistic and scholarly practitioners for the faculty.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA
COLLEGE OF FiNE ARTS
DEPARTMENT OF ART

Mission, Vision and Strategic Objectives
(Approved by the Art Department Faculty on 9/15/95)

MISSION STATEMENT
"The mission of the Department of Art is to create art and to produce

knowledge about visual art as a fundamental way of knowing -- one of the most vital
means by which humankind has reached its finest achievements."

VISION STATEMENT
In a vision congruent with the mission of the U of A and the College of Fine Arts,

the Department of Art is committed to preparing art students involved in studio as well as
those studying Art Education and Art History for careers in an increasingly diverse and
technological world, to providing non-majors with an understanding of the vital role of art
in society, and to improving the quality of life for the people of Arizona and the nation.
The Department of Art provides distinguished undergraduate, graduate, and professional
education which encourages critical thinking in all aspects of learning; excels in creative
and scholarly achievements and research; and integrates these activities and achievements
of regional, national, and international significance into its curriculum and programs.

STRATEGIC OBJECT WES
The Department of Art will pursue its mission and vision through objectives related to
Education, Research, Outreach, Technology, Internal Culture, and Infrastructure.

Education: Achieve quality educational programs for art majors and other
University students in which outstanding scholarly and creative research are integral
with instructional programs.
Research: Encourage and promote excellence in the faculty's creative and scholarly
research to promote art as a fundamental component in understanding the past,
present and future.
Outreach: Cormect educational, research, and public service programs with loca!,
state, national and international needs to address societal issues and to contribute to
quality of life.
Technology: Transform educational activities to meet the needs of tomorrow's
learners by developing an effective technological infrastructure for instruction,
research, and administration.
Internal Culture: Transform the environment and culture to improve the way all
members of the department community are supported.
Infrastructure: Improve departmental support systems such as advising, data
collection and analysis, communication, record keeping, budgeting, and physical
plant, to provide better efficiency and effectiveness.



Objective 1: Achieve quality educational programs for art majors and other University
students in which outstanding scholarly and creative research are integral with
instructional programs:

Students will be instilled with commitments to creativity, originality, excellence, self
awareness, knowledge, critical reasoning, and risk taking.
Students will be provided with the prerequisite technical and intellectual skills to do
their work expertly.
Students will be taught to communicate clearly and intelligently in relation to their own
work as well as to that of others.
Students will be prepared for the practical 'business" aspects of their chosen
professions.
Students will appreciate the contributions associated with cultural and ethnic diversity
to art and society.

Objective 2: Encourage and promote excellence in the faculty's creative and scholarly
research to promote art as afundamental component in understanding the past, present
andfuture.

Sustained excellence and leadership in research will be acknowledged in annual
performance evaluations and rewarded through available means (i.e. promotion, salary
adjustment, workload assignment, travel support, etc.)
Courses which effectively integrate research and instruction will be developed and
included in the curriculum.
The identification and procurement of grants will be facilitated to the extent possible.

Objective 3: Connect educational, research, and public service programs with local,
state, national and international concerns to address societal issues and to contribute to
quality of life.

Faculty will share the results of their research with the local, regional, national and
international communities through exhibitions, publications, lectures, symposia, and
workshops.
Internship programs with local businesses, institutions and individuals will
simultaneously benefit students and the comniunity.
Art education programs which interact with K-12 programs will foster a continuously
improving base in the education of community children.
Department exhibition programs and visiting artist/scholar lectures will be available to
the public to enable artistic and intellectual benefits to the community.
A community advisory board will keep the department informed about how it can best
share its programs to contribute to quality of life in the community.
A department newsletter will serve as a communication link with alumni and
community.
The Department will include an e-mail address on all publications and correspondence
to encourage community input.

Objective 4: Transform educational activities to meet the needs of tomorrow 's learners
by developing an effective technological infrastructure for instruction, research, and
administration.



Students will be provided with the necessary computer and technological training to
prepare them for important positions in their chosen fields.
Faculty will be provided with computer access and training to enable increased
utilization of new technologies in research and instruction.
New instructional methods will take advantage of the expanding capabilities provided
by current and future technologies (i.e. electronic imaging, multimedia instructional
delivery, information access through telecommunications, distance learning
technologies, interactive learning tools, etc.)
New technologies will increase and improve communication between students, faculty,
administration, and the world.

Objective 5: Transform the environment and culture to improve the way all members of
the department community are supported

Continuous progress will be made to assure that employed personnel (i.e. faculty,
staff; academic professionals, and student workers) receive equitable and fair wages.
The department will encourage and support its personnel to take advantage of self-
development opportunities.
Teamwork, synergy and mutual support will be expanded through increased
participatory management, improved communication between faculty, staff and
students, and greater interdisciplinarity.
Through the development and maintenance of its bylaws, department members will be
governed by a consistent set of rules and regulations, and the department's mission and
strategic plan statements will provide further consistency in decision making and goal
setting.

Objective 6: Improve departmental support systems such as advising, data collection
and analysis, communication, record keeping, budgeting, and physical plant to provide
better efficiency and effectiveness.

Measures will be taken to assure all students have access to adequate technical
advising, career mentoring, and extracurricular faculty interaction.
The department will develop and implement improved systems for data gathering and
analysis. Various types of "customer satisfaction" questionnaires will identifr areas for
improving existing support systems (i.e. an "exit poi1" for graduating students, a
"follow-up survey" for alumni, and faculty satisfaction questionnaires for the staff and
department head.)
An ongoing plan for upgrading and replacing outdated and ineffective office
equipment will be utilized.

CORRELATIONS WITH UNIVERSITY AND COLLEGE PLANS

Objective 1. Achieve quality educational programs for art majors and other Uníversity
students in which outstanding scholarly and creative research are integral with
instructional programs.

CFA: Achieve quality educational programs for art majors and other University
students in which scholarly and creative research are integrated with
instructional programs.



UA: To transform educational activities to meet the needs of the learners of the
21st Century.

Objective 2: Encourage and accommodate excellence in faculty creative research to
promote art as aflindamental component in understanding the past, present andfuture.

CFA: Achieve quality educational programs for art majors and other University
students in which scholarly and creative research are integrated with
instructional programs.

UA: To transform University research and creative activity to enhance
understanding of our past achievements, our present challenges, and our
ftiture prospects.

Objective 3: Connect educational, research, and public service programs with local,
state, national and international needs to address societal needs and to contribute to
quality of 4fe.

CFA: Cònnect the Art Department's educational, research, and public service
programs with local, state, national and international needs.

UA: To transform University outreach to address societal needs and to
contribute to the quality of life in the State.

Objective 4: Transform educational activities to meet the needs of the tomorrow's
learners by developing an effective technological infrastructure for instruction, research,
and administration.

CFA: Develop an effective and appropriate technological infrastructure to
support instruction, creative and scholarly research, and administration.

UA: To transform educational activities to meet the needs of the learners of the
21st Century.

Objective 5: Transform the environment and culture to improve the way all members of
the department community are supported

CFA: Improve quality of life in the Department community.
UA: To transform the environment and culture to improve the way all members

of the University community are supported.

Objective 6: Improve departmental support systems such as data collection and
analysis, communication, record keeping, budgeting, and advising, to provide better
efficiency and effectiveness.

CFA: Improve departmental support systems such as advising and mentoring,
communication, data collection and analysis, and financial records and
budgeting.

UA: To transform the University infrastructure to effectively and efficiently
manage resources in support of the University's mission.
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Teaching Programs and Facilities

The primary support services for the teaching programs consist of faculty, academic
professionals and facilities--described as follows:

The Ceramics facility is a spacious, sunny, de-sanctified church near the Fine Arts complex.
The facility includes a large, separate graduate studio for up to four students, separate clay-
mixing and glaze rooms, a large under-graduate studio, and a protected outdoor kiln area
with a variety of gas and electric kiins. Ceramics courses are taught by one regular faculty
member with the aid of several Graduate Teaching Assistants.

The Fibers studio, located in the new Fine Arts Complex, includes a large, open work space
with tapestry looms, harness looms, and floor-to-ceiling frame looms. There is an area
equipped for color and dye work and fabric printing. Fibers courses are taught by one
regular faculty member with the aid of several Graduate Teaching Assistants.

The New Genre Program has a large central classroom on the main floor of the Art Building,
used for all instructional purposes and student studio work involving video shooting and
screenings, installation, and performance activities. An office-sized room in the basement of
the Art Building functions as a video editing suite, containing a Hi-8 to 3/4 inch edit system.
There are also two video field production units comprised of Hi-8 camcorders, tripods,
microphones, and lights. New Genre courses are taught by one regular faculty member with
the aid of several Graduate Teaching Assistants.

Painting & Drawing studios are in the Art Building and are chiefly for undergraduate use;
most graduate work is executed off-campus in the graduate studios. Painting and Drawing
courses are taught by seven regular faculty members with the aid of several Graduate
Teaching Assistants and/or adjuncts.

Photography students have access to a new mural darkroom, as well as to standard
darkrooms. Video and film equipment are also available. Photography courses are taught by
three regular faculty members and one academic professional, with the aid of several
Graduate Teaching Assistants.

Printmaking has a workshop fuily equipped for work in intaglio, lithography, relief photo
processes, and alternative methods. Adjacent to the shop is a graduate facility equipped for
work in letterpress, intaglio, relief, and alternative methods. Exhibition cases outside the
shop display graduate and undergraduate work year-round. Printmaking courses are taught
by three regular faculty members with the aid of several Graduate Teaching Assistants.

The Sculpture facilities are well equipped to accommodate traditional and highly technical
sculpture processes. These include metal and wood fabrication, bronze, aluminum and resin
casting. Students can also work in a large-scale and/or site-specific manner. Graduate
studios are in the new warehouse space as well as the Sculpture annex. Sculpture courses are
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taught by three regular faculty members with the aid of several Graduate Teaching
Assistants.

Visual Communications graduate students use regular classrooms as well as key-access areas
for their work. Graduate students also use the departmental computer lab for digital design,
and the Treistman Center. Visual Communications courses are taught by four regular faculty
members with the aid of several Graduate Teaching Assistants.

Art Education classes are taught in two rooms of the Harvill Building and in a lecture hail in
the Center for Creative Photography. Art Education heavily utilizes e-mail in the delivery of
instruction. Art Education courses are taught by three regular faculty members and two or
three adjunct faculty.

Art History utilizes a lecture facility (c. 40 seats) and a seminar room in the Art Building.
Classes are also given in the auditoria in the Center for Creative Photography and the
Architecture Building. Art History courses are taught by nine regular faculty members.
Discussion sections are led by Graduate Teaching Assistants.

The new Foundations classrooms offer well designed facilities in which Graduate Teaching
Assistants teach Beginning Drawing, Color and Two-Dimensional Design, and Three-
Dimensional Design. The Studio Foundations courses are taught predominantly by faculty
and Graduate Teaching Assistants under the supervision of one regular faculty member.

The Advising Center is home to a variety of undergraduate and graduate services. Faculty
and staff work together to provide academic advising, career mentoring, curriculum
orientations, and registration. Staff include a ful time staff of five for Graduate and
Undergraduate advising and career options planning. A computer is available for student
access to on-line information about their degree programs and other University services.
Student workshops, and scholarship reviews are conducted in the.. Center. Departmental
recruitment, retention, scheduling, curriculum planning, and articulation are all conducted in
the Advising Center.

The Wells-Fargo Digital Imaging Lab/Classroom The Wells-Fargo Digital Imaging
Lab/Classroom is a multi-disciplinary computer facility at the College of Fine Arts.
Designed for the purpose of teaching the principles and practices of state-of-the-art digital
imaging, the "DIL" is equipped with twenty stations and several peripherals (scanners, video-
capture equipment, large-capacity removable media drives, etc.) and is used as a classroom
for courses in graphic design, digital animation, media design and production, illustration,
theatre set design, lighting design, and several other subject areas within Fine Arts. The
"DIL" is also occasionally used by the College of Fine Arts to host seminars and workshops
featuring digital arts instruction, visiting artists, and emergent technologies.



The Connectivity Lab was originally designed as a computer-less area where students had
access for their laptops to the campus ethernet, printers, applications, etc., by the College of
Fine Arts. It has grown into a general-access computer facility, offering all College of Fine
Arts students the same software found in the 'DIL" as well as specialized stations featuring
Musical Instrument Digital Interface technology and music and audio editing capabilities.
College of Fine Arts students with assignments requiring computer access now have the
Connectivity Lab available as an alternative to the Computer Center and Information
Technology facility.

The Visual Resources Center contains over 210,000 slides, and a technology room with four
Photo-CD players and a Power Macintosh station for students to prepare multi-media
presentations. The Visual Resources Center is staffed by one academic professional with the
assistance of student workers.

The Gross Gallery. Union Gallery and the Lionel Rombach Gallery are carefully maintained
exhibition spaces which show faculty, graduate and undergraduate works; these galleries also
curate alumni exhibitions and invitational shows for professional artists outside the UA
community. Programs are coordinated by an academic professional Galleries Curator, who is
aided by one Graduate Teaching Assistant, student interns and volunteers.
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ATTACHMENT A. ARIZONA UNIVERSITY SYSTEM MISSION STATEMENT:

The current mission statement for the Arizona university system does not mention

learning as one of the major outcomes of the educational process. Suggested changes to
this statement are indicated below in ALL CAPS.

ARIZONA UNIVERSITY SYSTEM MISSION

The primary mission of the Arizona University system is to serve Arizona
by providing outstanding undergraduate, graduate, and professional
instruction PROGRAMS OF LEARNING; basic and applied research; and
public service for Arizona and the nation. Arizona's public universities (1)
offer instruction PROMOTE LEARNING THROUGH APPROPRIATE
ENVIRONMENTS AND INSTRUCTIONAL ACTIVITIES in a

comprehensive array of disciplines, from baccalaureate through post-
doctoral study, to equip citizens to participate fully in and to contribute to
the economic, social, cultural, and political life of the state and nation; (2)
conduct and disseminate the results of basic and applied research and
engage in creative activity, to add to knowledge of the universe for the
benefit of current and future generations: and (3) extend the
PROMOTION OF LEARNING AND THE products of instruction, research,
and creative activities to expand the horizons of Arizona citizens in
general, to promote economic development, and to improve the
commonweal. The - - -

distinguishing feature and uniquc strength of the university; as in other
postsccoRdary institutions, instruction PROMOTION OF LEARNING is
the precedent and primary functiön PURPOSE OF ALL

POSTSECONDARY INSTITUTIONS, AND INTEGRATION OF

LEARNING WITH RESEARCH AND SERVICE IS THE

DISTINGUISHING FEATURE AND UNIQUE STRENGTH OF THE
UNIVERSITY.

To accomplish this mission, as modified, it will be necessary to modify the existing set of
System Strategic Directions to include a new direction: TO PROMOTE LEARNER-
CENTERED EDUCATION. (For a list of the seven current strategic directions, see page

I of 3 of the Arizona Board Of Regents Action Plan: 1999-2000, included under the
"Action Plan" tab at the back of the Board Agenda Book). This direction might be
defined by a statement such as the following:

TO PROMOTE LEARNER-CENTERED EDUCATION BY PLACING
IMPROVEMENT OF LEARNING AT THE CENTER OF DECISION-
MAKING PROCESSES AND POLICIES AT ALL LEVELS OF THE
INSTITUTION; BY DEVELOPING AND USING CLEAR MEASURABLE
GOALS AND STUDENT OUTCOMES FOR ALL ACADEMIC
PROGRAMS; AND BY DIRECTLY INVOLVING LEARNERS IN

ACTIVITIES 'THAT PRODUCE A DEEPER UNDERSTANDING OF
CONTENT BROADLY TRANSFERABLE TO LIFE AND WORK.
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ATTACHMENT B. ABOR POLICIES:

A number of Board policies have been identified as possibly presenting constraints for
Learner-Centered Education (LCE), specifically the need for flexibility that Learner-
Centered Education and activities require. Excerpts from these policies and a brief
explanation of the possible constraint are provided below.

1-111 Departure from Board Policies
A. The president of a university desiring to depart from the policies and

ordinances adopted by the Board shall submit a request in writing to the
president of the Board.

This policy provides for a general process for the universities fo request exceptions
to ABOR policies. While departures from Board policies for learner-centered
education could be consistent with this process, it would be constraining if every
learner-centered course or activity required a separate written request to the
president of the Board.

2-103 Enrollment
Policies for Determining Fulltime Equivalent Enrollments
2. General

a. Enrollment counts will be determined at the close of
business on the 2l calendar day following the first day of
classes, as shown ¡n the universities' biennial catalogs, in
the Fall and Spring semesters. Official, unaudited
enrollment data will be filed with the Arizona Board of
Regents by the end of the 35th day following the first day of
classes.

This policy provides for a process for reporting headcount andfull-time equivalent
numbers of unduplicated students enrolled on the 21e' day of the semester. The point
in time count of enrollment ¡s critical to reporting for budgeting purposes. Using a
specific point in time for enrollment may present a constraint for offering learner-
centered courses that could begin after the point in time, or for activities through
which a student might meet all requirements for credit prior to the point ¡n time.

2-203 Academic Program Planning and Implementation
Planning Authorization
1. The Board will also review and update semi-annually the list of

programs approved for planning. The state's need for a proposed
program and the appropriateness of the university making the
request as the best location for the proposed program are the
primary criteria that will be considered in granting approval to plan
a new academic degree program.
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C. Implementation
1. A university may request, semi-annually, after collective review by

the Chief Academic Officers, authorization from the Board to
implement any degree program approved for planning. The
quality and cost of the proposed program and the university's
readiness and ability to support the program are the primary

criteria that will be considered.

Current Board policy does not require the universities to identify student learning

outcomes or to describe how these outcomes might be assessed as part of the planning

process for new academic programs. Without this information, the policy might constrain

the development of new learner-centered programs, since there would be no basis for

requesting an exception to otherconstraining policies, such as 2-205; 2-206; and 2-401.

The requirement fo present separate requests for planning and implementation and the

semi-annual scheduling of requests might also present constraints upon the flexible

development of new programs in response to changing learner or market needs.

2-205 Off-Campus Courses and Programs
A. General Requirements - Credit Course Work

1. There must be no distinction in quality between credit courses
taught on campus at a university and those taught off campus.
Students who take off-campus courses must receive essentially
the same type of instruction and will receive transferable credits
accepted by the university in the same way as credits earned on

campus.

No credit coure may be ht off campus nor any program
delivered off campus which the university is not authorized to

deliver on campus.

This policy mIght constrain the distance delivery of learner-centered courses that do
not use the same type of instruction as on-campus courses. In addition, if extends

the constraints regarding the awarding of credit that are placed upon on-campus

courses to learner-centered activities that are offered off-campus.

2-206 Academic Credit
A. Definition of a Unit of Credit

An hour of work is the equivalent of 50 minutes of classtime (often called a
«contact hour") or 60 minutes of independent study work. A minimum of 45
hours of work by each student is required for each unit of credit. Ordinarily, a
course must cover a one-week period for every unit of credit given. During
summer session, however, six units of credit may be given over a five-week

period.

At least 15 contact hours of recitation, lecture, discussion, testing

or evaluation, seminar, or colloquium, as well as a minimum of 30
hours of student homework is required for each unit of credit;
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Workshops must involve a minimum of 45 hours for each unit of
credit, including a minimum of 15 contact hours, with the balance
of the requirement in homework.

Studios must involve at least 30 contact hours and at least 15
hours of homework for each unit of credit;

Laboratory courses require a minimum of 45 contact hours per
unit of credit;

Field trips will be counted hour-for-hour as laboratory meetings;

Each unit of internship or practicum must require a minimum of 45
clock hours of work; and

Music instruction and specialized types of music performance
offerings must conform to the requirement for accreditation of the
National Association of Schools of Music.

Current ABOR policy defines a unit of credit in terms of contact hours and/or clock
hours of work This definition put constraints on learner-centered courses where the
awarding of credit might be based upon demonstration of required learning rather
than upon completion of required hours of ciasstime or homework.

2-401 Academic Year Calendar
The Board shall adopt academic year calendars setting the first day of instruction
and the last day of final examinations for each university in the Arizona University
System for the Fall and Spring semesters. The last day of the Fall semester must
be no later than December 22. All variations from the approved dates must be
authorized by the Board at least one year in advance. Within the approved dates,
each university may arrange its class and holiday schedule depending upon the
needs of its students, local customs, and the requirements of Board Policy 2-206A,
Definition of a Unit of Credit.

Current definition of the academic year requires that classes be arranged within the
fixed beginning and ending dates of the academic year. This rigid schedule
represents a constraint for learner-centered education in which there may be a need
for flexibility in beginning and ending dates, based on the time it takes the learner to
meet prescribed learning outcomes.

2-404 Nontraditional Education
B. The Regents support educationally sound experimentation and

development of alternative learning processes and other extra-campus
educational activities. However, the Regents strongly support the
concept that credits and degrees given for non-traditional instruction
should reflect their non-traditional nature. For this reason, awarding of
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traditional degrees for work based upon inadequately evaluated non-
traditional learning experiences is not permitted.

The policy supports nontraditional, experimental education and the development of
alternative learning processes. However, it also appears to require a distinction

between traditional education and the credits and degrees awarded for nontraditional

instruction. This distinction would be problematic for learner-centered education.
Since this distinction is motivated by a concern for 'Inadequately evaluated
nontraditional learning experiences," the policy might be modified to allow for an
exception to 2-205, 2-206 and 2-401 for learner-centered education that is based

upon a rigorous assessment of student learning outcomes.

6-211 Evaluation of Faculty
A. Faculty Performance Evaluation Philosophy

1. The Arizona Board of Regents recognizes the need for a faculty
performance evaluation system that identifies, assesses and
enhances performance. lt is essential that the evaluation process
incorporate guidelines relevant to the achievement of the
academic goals and objectives of teaching, advising, mentoring,
research and professional service while recognizing the unique

nature and diversity of the universities. To this end, it is
necessary that guidelines be established and evaluations
conducted in a manner that is flexible enough to serve the
particular mission, objectives, and needs of the respective
universities, their colleges and departments.

3. Elements of the summative evaluation shall include, but shall, not

be limited to, the following:

b. Criteria for merit awards must consider teaching
effectiveness, research and scholarly growth activity, and
professional/public service, and efforts to assist in the
achievement of departmental and/or university affirmative
action goals and minority student recruitment and retention

goals.

5. Accountability
The chief academic officer at each university is responsible for
ensuring that this policy is implemented and carried out in
cooperation with faculty governance.

Current policy requires guidelines that are flexible enough to serve the mission,
objectives, and needs of the universities. This might include LCE. Therefore, no
exceptions to this policy should be needed. However, LCE may create newcriteria
for determining teacher effectiveness and could impact performancecriteria used for
merit increases or promotions. Since implementation of this policy is delegated to
the Chief Academic Officer, in cooperation with faculty governance, requests for
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exceptions to other policies should probably include statements of support from

administrative and faculty leaders.

UNIVERSITY POLICIES: There may be additional policies and practices at each of

the universities that might constrain Learner Centered Education. These could include

policies and/or practices related to faculty workload, compensation, professional

development and evaluation as well those dealing with course scheduling and staffing.
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STATEMENT TO TIlE FACULTY SENATE BY WILLIAM S. BICKEL, April 3, 2000

I am Bill Bickel, Professor of Physics

Almost a year ago, on April 30, the Superior Court ruled that the University administration had violated
its own rules in firing Professor Marguerite Kay. This was followed by two Faculty resolutions passed
unanimously by the Committee of Eleven, one on May 12 to provide the Conciliation process to Kay and the
other on August 27 to immediately reinstate Dr. Kay. On October 4, the state Supreme Court unanimously ruled

that the Regents rule to deny full legal representation to a University employee in a hearing was against the state
law. This had indeed occurred in the 1998 CAFT hearing of Professor Kay that led to her dismissal. This
Supreme Court decision was further amplified by a lower court decision on November 9, stating that Kay must
be given a new hearing with the full participation by her attorney

At the Special Senate meeting on December 13, the Administration tabled the seconded Motion introduced by
five Senators to immediately reinstate Professor Kay. Hogel used President Likins' letter of December 13 that
said

further negotiations (starting today) will determine both the timing and conditions of any
reinstatement

Hogel misled the Senators by referring to the president's alleged commitment to Kay's reinstatement during what
he considered to be the

"review process in the negotiations now underway in the case of Dr. marguerite Kay,"

since that meeting between the University attorneys and Kay's attorney on December 13, four months ago,
nothing substantive has happened.

Then came President Likins' email dated February 4, 2000 to all University administrators and faculty.
That presidential email affirmed that Dr. Kay is restored to her former status. But in a letter of the same date
(February 4, 2000) hand-delivered to Kay's attorney, President Likins banished Kay from the campus. In the
meantime, the Administration has not budged in its discussion with members of the Conciliation Committee to
resolve any disagreement with Kay.

Although two pay checks have been sent to Kay, both have been returned. One of the checks had an
incorrect social security number and both checks have been cut from the University Attorneys' office without the
appropriate deductions in benefits and retirement.

Now, three and a half months after the President said that negotiations had begun with Kay and two
months after the President said that Professor Kay was restored to her former faculty status, Marguerite Kay's
status has remained unchanged since she was fired on July 15, 1998 with a two-day notice.

In view of this consistent lack of good faith and integrity on the part of the Administration, the entire
University community and general public should pay close attention to every critical aspect of the proceedings
that occur in the hearing. We must insure that Marguerite Kay receives all the due process protections under the
law that all of us are entitled to as Faculty of this University.

I will give a copy of this report to Larry Schooley to be included in the minutes of this Senate meeting



CONSENT AGENDA
Faculty Senate Meeting
May 1, 2000

Instruction and Curriculum Policy Committee

Approval of change in graduate program name from M.Ed. in Counseling
and Guidance to M.Ed. in School Counseling and Guidance

Justification: The Department of Educational Psychology requests this
change in program name because it reflects the current program's emphasis
on and commitment to the school counselor. School counseling is a distinct
field and has a well-defined job market with its own journals, organizations
and certifications. The demand in the State is growing for individuals with
graduate degrees specifically in School Counseling.

Approvals:
Graduate College, March 24, 2000
ICPC, April li, 2000

Approval for the Department of Agricultural and Resource Economics to
eliminate a major with three options and replace with two new majors

Justification: The request is to discontinue the current major in Agricultural
Resource Economics with options in Resource and Environmental
Economics, Agribusiness Management and Agricultural Economics. This
major with three options will be replaced with two new majors:
Agribusiness Management and Environmental and Natural Resource
Economics. These majors reflect the specializations in Agricultural and
Resource Economics as they have evolved over the last twenty-five years.
Peer departments currently offer these majors. These majors also highlight
the importance of agribusiness and environmental issues to the State of
Arizona.

Approvals:
Undergraduate Council, April 11, 2000
ICPC, April 11, 2000



Audit Procedures:

Fees for auditing courses are the same as for credit courses. Fees
must be paid immediately. To avoid late payment fees, students are
encouraged to prepay for audit courses using RSVP telephone
registration.
Students may not register for a grade of audit using RSVP. Beginning
the first day of classes, students must acquire the instructor' s signature
on a Change of Schedule form for a grade of audit.
A student enrolled only in audit courses, who is not a continuing
student, must complete a non-degree seeking application and be
admitted through either the Graduate or Undergraduate Admissions
Office.
The grade of "O", with no grade-point value, is awarded for courses
taken for audit. This grade is not awarded unless the student is
registered for audit.
Audited courses from which a student has been administratively
dropped are reflected on the student's academic record, but will not
appear on the student's transcript. Administrative drops of courses
taken for audit will be accepted until 5 days before the last day of
classes.

Approvals:
Undergraduate Council, April 11, 2000
JCPC, April 11,2000

5. ApprovaI of name change of the College of Agriculture to the College of
Agriculture and Life Sciences

Justification: The current name does not reflect the activities of the college
and is misleading to students, their prospective employers, and other
statewide clientele. The public considers the stereotypical term
"agriculture" to relate to farming rather than the total agriculture enterprise
that includes the life sciences that are the underpinning foundation of the
industry. The current name is also not reflective of the distribution of
departmental activities, majors, or research funding.

Specifically, 77% of the college's on-campus academic departments deal
with the life sciences and almost all of the Cooperative Extension



educational programs are in the life science area; the college provides over
80% of the available seats in the Tier i natural science biology courses;
about 85% of the forty-one degrees offered in the college are related to life
sciences; and the college has more departments and faculty involved in basic
life sciences research than any other college except Medicine, with over
70% of the funded research (much of it fundamental research) in this area.

Similar name changes have already been made by colleges of agriculture in
many peer institutions that include Cornell, Wisconsin, Texas A&M, and
North Carolina State - all universities where, like Arizona, life sciences and
biology are practiced widely across the campus.

Approvals:
ICPC, April 17, 2000



College of Agricukure
Office of the Vice Provost .rnd Dean

THE UNIVERSI1Y OF

ARIZONA
TUCSON ARIZONA

n
MEMORA ND UM

DATE: March 15, 2000

TO: Paul Svpherd
Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs and Provost

SUBJECT: Name Change for the College of Agriculture

The College of A riculture's Faculty Advisory Council, statewide constituency,
academic units, and county extension offices all strongly recommend that the College of
Agriculture change its name to the College of Agricultural and Life Sciences.

In 1995, the college requested a similar name change; however, after approvals by the
Undergraduate Council, the Graduate Council, and the Academic Deans, it failed at the Faculty
Senate by a narrow vote. Also in 1995, the name change was supported by other life sciences
colleges, i.e., medicine, nursing, and pharmacy, as well as by the heads of the Department of
Ecology and Evolutionary Biology, and Molecular and Cellular Biology, all in the College of
Science.

Since 1995, it has become even more important for this college to change its name. The
current name simply does not reflect the activities of the college and is misleading to our
students, their prospective employers, and other statewide clientele. The current naine is also not
reflective of the distribution of departmental activities, majors, or research funding. Similar
name changes have already been made by colleges of agriculture in several of our peer
institutions including Cornell, Wisconsin, Texas A&M, and North Carolina Stateall
universities where, like Arizona, life sciences and biology are practiced widely across the
campus.

As a land grant college of a2riculture, we are proud of our long association with agriculture,
both nationally and in Arizona. Unfortunately, the public considers the stereotypical term
"agriculture" to relate to farming rather than the total agricultural enterprise which includes the
life sciences that are the underpinning foundation of the industry. Also, life sciences is a broad
enough term to describe the work of our two schools: Family and Consumer Sciences and
Renewable Natural Resources, as well as the majority of our other academic departments.
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Consequently, as we enter the next century, we are requesting a modern name, "Agricultural
and Life Sciences" for the University of Arizona's first college. The proposal and supporting
documentation is attached for routing through the appropriate channels. Two other very recent
letters are enclosed: one from Professor Tom Baldwin, head of the University Department of
Biochemistry, expressing the virtues of including the term Life Sciences into the name of a
College of A riculture; and another from Dean Eugene Levy of the College of Science who is
concerned that allowing our college to use the term Life Sciences in our name would give the
impression that we were the exclusive locus of these disciplines within the university. Since our
proposal was earlier approved by the Graduate Council, the Undergraduate Council, the
Academic Deans, and only failed in the Faculty Senate, I suggest that it be submitted to the
Instruction and Curriculum Policy Committee, then ori to the Faculty Senate.

Eugene G. Sander
Vice Provost and Dean

Att.

cc: COA Faculty Council
COA Executive Council
Department Heads and School Directors
County Extension Directors



Name Change: College of Agriculture to
College of Agricultural and Life Sciences

Spring Semester 2000

What Is a Land Grant College ofAgriculture?

The College of Ariculture is requesting a name change to be consistent with its activities that

are at the intersection of agriculture and life sciences.

When land grant institutions began, their missions were largely defined by the inclusive term,

"College of Ariculture." Initially their teaching activities were defined by the Morrill Act of
1862. Later their missions were modified by: the Hatch Act of 1887, that added research via the
Agricultural Experiment Stations; the Smith Lever Act of 1914, that added Cooperative
Extension; and the Mclntire-Stennis Act of 1962, that added forestry research. While the
principles and concepts have remained, the activities of land grant colleges of a riculture have
changed dramatically over the years. As we function today, we retain the historic on-campus
research and instruction, as well as off-campus students and clientele, through formal and non-
formal educational opportunities and relevant, fundamental, and applied research. While the
subjects have changed, the unique feature of integrating disciplinary knowledge to address a
given problem from multiple perspectives, and to integrate fundamental and applied research so
that each benefit from one another, has continued.

The University of Arizona College of Agriculture has changed its emphasis over the years and

the college name needs to change to reflect this emphasis. We have modified how "agriculture"

is defined by focusing less on agricultural production and more on the fundamental life sciences

that form the basis of both agriculture and a number of other fields within the college, such as
renewable natural resources, and family and consumer sciences.

The college is quite interdisciplinary when compared with other colleges. For example, courses
are cross-listed with the colleges of Architecture, Education, Engineering, Medicine, Pharmacy,
Science, and Social and Behavioral Sciences. In addition, we participate in ten of the sixteen
graduate interdisciplinary programs. Seventy-seven percent of the college's on-campus academic
departments deal with the life sciences and almost all of our Cooperative Extension educational

programs are in the life science area. This shift is also found both in the research conducted by
the college and by the majors our students choose. It is clear to us, to our students, to our
prospective employees, añd to our state-wide clientele that "agriculture" by itself is no longer an
adequate descriptor for the activities of this college.



Changing Times Require a New College Name

Most other colleges ofagrictilture have changed their jiames with their change in focus.

Eighty percent of the former colleges of agriculture have moved to names that have terms such

as: life sciences, natural resources, and environmental sciencewith most combining agriculture
in the title. There are only ten ofthe fifty primary land grant universities that still use only the
term "College of Agriculture," and these are mostly those campuses that are large and have other
associated colleges (e.g., forestry, home economics, natural resources, veterinaiy medicine) or
colleges within small universities. Named as Colleges ofAgricultural and Life Sciences are peer
institutions such as: Texas A & M University, North Carolina State University, and the

University of Wisconsin. Of the eight official UA peer institutions which have land-grant

designation: three are Aiculture and Life Sciences, one is Agriculture only, and four are

Agriculture (and Natural Resources, Food, Consumer, Environmental, etc.). Cornell University,

which is not an official UA peer, is also Agriculture and Life Sciences.

What is different izowfron the name change request ii: Fall 1995?

We have moved to an even greater extent toward the life sciences in the last five years. We have

a larger percentage of research grants in the life sciences and with the beinnin2 of the new
general education curriculum orovide over eihtv nercent of the available seats in the Tier I
natural science bioloQv courses. In addition, our faculty now participate in many lower division
biology courses including, among others, Molecular and Cellular Biology 182.

The C'ollege ofAgriculture name misrepresents actual activities ofthe C'ollege.

At the University of Arizona, the College of Agriculture has more departments and faculty
involved in basic life sciences research (involving plants, animals, and humans) than any other

college except Medicine. These life science departments and schools include: Agricultural and
Biosystems Engineering, Animal Sciences, Arid Lands Studies, Entomology, Family and
Consumer Resources, Nutritional Sciences, Plant Pathology, Plant Sciences, Renewable Natural

Resources, Soil, Water and Environmental Science, and Veterinary Science and Microbiology.
Through these life science departments and schools, which represent seventy-seven percent of
our academic units, the college offers B.S., M.S., and Ph.D. degrees to about 2500 students,
mostly in areas that are not considered part of production agriculture/farming. More
quantitatively, about eighty-five percent of the forty-one degrees currently offered in the college

are related to the life sciences; in research, over seventy percent of the funded research is in the
life sciences; and our college's strategic plan outlines six areas of program excellence, five of
these can be considered to be life sciences by any measure. While these statistics strongly

support our request to include life sciences in our name, we do not claim to be the exclusive

locus of these disciplines that soan the entire university.

- page 2 -



The college ofAgriculture name is misleading to students and recruiters.

To many, the term "ariculture" suggests only field-oriented work with plants and animals. This
is not a realistic description of the college to students and others interested in the broader
activities of the college, especially those life science areas which support production agriculture
and other applied areas where the college has traditionally been involved.

Our constituents and students approve of tile naine cii ange.

The faculty within the college, and the aicultural industry within the state, have expressed

support for the name change. They too recognize that changing times warrant a name that
appropriately reflects our programs. Students have often expressed interest in broadening the
college name. Recently, we again polled our faculty (via departmental and county meetings) and
the vote was overwhelmingly in support of the name Agricultural and Life Sciences. Using the
term Applied Life Sciences is simply not accurate, as much of our science is very fundamental

yet still relevant to our mission.

The Bottom Line

The College of Agriculture has evolved into a new type of institutional unit since it was the first
college established at the University of Arizona in 1885. It is time for a name change to reflect

our entry into the 21's century. We are justifiably proud of our long and continued association
with aribusiness and agriculture, both nationally and in Arizona. The impact of the work of
colleges like ours, on azriculture in its broadest terms, has caused the industry to have avalue of

over a trillion dollars and allowed the American public to feed itself for about ten percent of its
after tax income. Still the name is stereotypical. The public thinks of agriculture as only farming

and not of the life sciences that will increasingly drive its future. This mistaken public attitude
penalizes our students and clientele and makes us potentially less competitive with our peers
such as Cornell, Texas A & M, North Carolina State and Wisconsin, with whom our excellent,
mid-career faculty compete. Failure to allow us to enter the next century with a modern name
will not totally damage our short-term progress; it will, however, send a clear message about the

university's view of the future role of our college and put additional pressure on other life science

departments to better meet their self-proclaimed, exclusive mission in life science teaching
programs. Much has changed in the College ofAgriculture, in the University of Arizona, and in
our state during the last 115 years. The college needs a new name that accurately describes the
span of its activities. That name is the College of Agricultural and Life Sciences, and the time to
make that change is now.

Supporting .Docurn ents

A variety of supporting documents dated in 1994, 1998, and more recently, are attached. Also

included are the minutes of the Undergraduate and Graduate Council meetings where oür name

change was approved in 1994.
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COA Name Change Previously Approved By

Undergraduate Council
Graduate Council
Provost's Advisory Group
Dean's Council
President's Cabinet

Letters Received in Support of COA Name Change

Thomas O. Baldwin, Professor and Head, Department of Biochemistry, University of Arizona
J. Lyle Bootman, Ph.D., Dean and Professor, College of Pharmacy, University of Arizona

James E. Dalen, MD, MPH, Dean, College of Medicine, University of Arizona

John Law, Regents Professor, University of Arizona
Margaret Kidwell, Regents Professor, Ecology and Evolutionary Biology, University of Arizona
John Hildebrand, Regents Professor, Arizona Research Labs, University of Arizona
Thomas W. Peterson, Dean, College of Engineering and Mines
Sydney Salmon, Regents Professor of Internal Medicine, University of Arizona
Samuel Ward, Professor, Molecular & Cellular Biology, University of Arizona
Curriculum Committee, College of Agriculture, University of Arizona

Faculty Council, College of Agriculture, University of Arizona

Letters Received Objecting to COA Name Change

Eugene H. Levy, Dean, College of Science, University of Arizona
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TO: Members of the Faculty

FROM: Peter Llkins, President

SUBJECT: UA Millennium Project

FACULTY SENATE MEETING MAY 1, 2000 AGENDA ITEM ì8

Th UNIv$mfor

ARIZONA
TucsoN Arizot'IA

MEMORANDUM

At the University of Arizona we are undertaking a new ¡nitiatve to explore our own
environment. it ¡s called "The Millennium Project: Enhancing Campus Climate for
Academic Excellence," and it seeks to prepare us all to face the challenges and seize the
opportunities of the new century with high campus morale and productivity to match. I am
enthused about the project and anxious to proceed.

You have been selected to participate in one of the discussion groups that
comprise the qualitative data gathering portion of the Millennium Project. The details of
the discussion group participation are outllned in the endosad letter from Naomi Miller,
AWF President, and Myra Dinnerstein, CSW Chair, who serve as the Co-Chairs of the
Miliennum Project. I encourage you to accept the invitation to participate in a faculty
focus group, and let your voice be heard.

The Millennium Project will include the gathering and analysis of various types of
quantitative data such as workload, salary, and hiring, promotion, and retention rates for
the faculty. However, one of the most important aspects for understanding the
complexities of the campus with respect to interpersonal interactions and decision-making
is to hear the qualitative experiences of a wide variety of faculty. Thus, representative
participation in the Project discussion groups is critical.

Together, we can work to enhance our campus climate for academic excellence,
and ensure the equitable treatment of all faculty, staff, and students. Your willingness to
support the Millennium Project through your participation is a crucial part of this process
for positive change.

A

March 9, 2000

Âdrnnhtruicn ui1din
FO Boz 210066
Tucon, Arlzcn* 83721.0066
(20)62-511
FAX (20) 621-9323
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TO: Members of the Faculty

FROM: Naomi MiUer and Myra Dinnerstein, Millennium Project Co-Chairs

SUBJECT: UA Millennium Project Discussion Groups

In the preceding letter, President Likins has conveyed his strong endorsement of the importance cf
the vIillcnniurn Project as an initiative for positive change at our institution.

You have been selected to participate in one of the faculty discussion groups for the Millennium
Project. Each discussion group will be led by a facilitator, and will last for approximately 90
minutes. The questions will focus on thiee primary areas: 1) your roles as a scholar, teacher, and
colleague; 2) policies arid procedures that support or hinder those roles; arid 3) ideas for change.
ParLicipation in a discussion group is completely voluntary. All discussion group information viJl
be heid in the strictest confidence.

Since individuals have a range of perspectives as well as comfort levels with sharing information,
we have arranged for various types of discussion groups. Not all individuals feel equally
comfortable with group discussions, and thus there will be a few individual interview slots for those
who would prefer to participate in an interview rather than a discussion group. Contact information
from your group organizer iucludes the date and location of the group discussion. If you wish to
request ari individual interview, please contact the Millenuiium Project Office [phoue: 626-383: e-
mail: millcn@u.arizona.edu}

Feel free to communicate any questions or concerns to the Project Co-Chairs, Naomi Miller, Ph.D.
[njmiller@u.arizona.edu] or Myra Dinnerstein, Ph.D. [rnyrad@u.arizona.eduj, who can also be
reached via the Project Office [626-8383}. If you have any questions concerning your rights as a
research subject, you may call the Human Subjects Committee Office at 625-6721.

Thank you in advance for your support of the project, and for contributing to the enhancement of
campus climate for academic excellence.

a.cock 1)
r.o. E.ix 2Wti
Tuco. AZ 572t.Øj
52O) 62.3)

FAX: (520)
ntkr.'U.ar:ondu



Millennium Project
Faculty Senate Discussion Group

Date: Friday, May 5
Time: 9:00-10:30 a.m.
Place: To be announced

The Millennium Project has invited the Faculty Senate to participate in one of its faculty
discussion groups as described in the preceding letter. If you would like to participate in the
Millennium Project Faculty Senate Discussion Group, please RSVP to the Millennium Project
Office at 626-8383 or e-mail at nhil/en@i.arizona.edn.



Faculty Grievance Policy and Procedures: Status Report 4/17/00

This document was prepared by the writing team: Roger CaIdwell, Elizabeth Ervin, Dennis Larson, Judith
Leonard, Robert Sankey, and Andy Silverman.

I. The Problem:
The UA faculty grievance policies are difficult to interpret, have legal conflicts among various documents, and are
not widely understood by the faculty.

Background and History:
For several years, different groups within the UA have observed a need for changes in the way our faculty
grievance procedures function. In fall 1998, the Committee of Eleven began to address the grievance policies and
decided it was better to begin fresh than to amend existing policies. A set of guiding principles was developed by
the committee and reviewed by various university groups; results were shared with the senate. The University
Attorney's Office cooperated by helping find grievance policies of similar universities and by identifying specific
problems in our existing policies. Following these considerations, the ASU faculty grievance policy was found to
address many of the concerns. A meeting was held with representative of the ASU faculty and administration and
the UA faculty and administration. A meeting was held with the previous chairs of the Committee on Academic
Freedom and Tenure (CAFT) and the Conciliation Committee, and meetings were held with the current members
of CAFT and Conciliation Committee.

In fall 1999, the Senate Academic Personnel Policy Committee began working on the faculty governance polices
(this is the senate committee responsible for this subject), and a writing team was developed to include members
of the Committee of Eleven, Academic Personnel Policy Committee (APPC), and the Senate Parliamentarian.
This group drafted some changes to the ASU policy, and met with various UA groups, including Ombuds
Committee, Office of Provost, Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Office (EE/AAO), Office of General
Counsel, and Associate to the President. Consultations were held with ASU and with the Chairs of the UA
Conciliation Committee and CAFT. A progress report was made to the Senate.

In spring 2000, the writing committee was expanded to include the University General Counsel and the Vice
Provost for Academic Personnel (bringing the committee to 6 members). APPC and the Committee of Eleven
continued to discuss issues that were raised during this period, and a further report was made to the Senate.
Following several sessions with the writing committee and working with other committees and administrative
offices on specific points, this Overview was prepared and presented to the Faculty Senate on May 1, 2000. A
formal second and final reading is planned for early Fall 2000.

Objective of the Policy
To develop a clear and concise faculty grievance policy, to eliminate redundancy and duplication of faculty
grievance policies that occur in more than one document, and to have a policy that contains sufficient instructions
that affected faculty can easily read and interpret their options and choices.

Affected Groups:
Faculty: Members of the General Faculty as defined in the Constitution Article II, CAFT, Conciliation
Committee, Faculty Chair. Administration: Office of President, Office of Provost, University Attorney's Office,
EE/AAO. Other: Ombuds Committee.

Key Policy Elements:
Defines specific steps and options related to faculty grievance policies and procedures, by separating policy

from procedure and including specific instructions and deadlines for submission and responses.

Creates a new "Faculty Grievance Committee" to address all issues not related to academic freedom,
restructures CAFT to address only academic freedom issues (but including dismissal and suspension without pay),
splits CAFT from 12 to 6 to form the new 6-member committee, and creates a new "Grievance Clearinghouse
Committee" (the chairs of CAFT, Conciliation, and Faculty Grievance Committee) to receive all grievance



requests and to allocate them to the proper committee. CAFT "panels" would no longer be used as the full
committee meets on cases, unless there is a conflict or a member is unable to attend (minimum or 3 required).
Caft could elect to have a hearing officer run the hearings where CAFT members would ask questions and make
the final recommendation (a 1999 AZ Supreme Court ruling allows legal representation during hearings, thus
potentially making hearings more technically complex).

c. Two informal grievance committees are unaffected: Conciliation Committee and Ombuds Committee.

Anticipated Implementation Procedure:
These changes involve changes in the Constitution, Bylaws, and University Handbook for Appointed Personnel,
in addition to developing or revising guidelines for the existing and new committees. Changes in the constitution
and bylaws first require approval by the senate and then by the general faculty. Changes in the UHAP require
working with a committee (CONUR) designed to coordinate changes in UHAP with affected parties. Changes in
UHAP are approved, after comments by CONUR, by the organization making the initial submission for change
(e.g., the Faculty Senate, Office of Provost). Sections of the constitution, bylaws, and UHAP pertaining to CAFT
would also have to be revised; in addition, CAFT has suggested a new method of selecting CAPT members
(which could by used for the new Faculty Grievance Committee as well). Following approvals, educational
campaigns by the Faculty Center and the Provost's Office would inform faculty of the new procedures, and the
University Attorney's Office will catalog other policies and procedures than need to be changed as a result of
grievance policies in this proposal.

There are options for implementation steps (all include placing a brief statement in the constitution defining the
committees and their purpose): 1) The bylaws could include procedural guidance with details placed in UHAP,
with the UHAP content requiring approval by the senate but not the general faculty (this follows the ASU
approach). 2) Place the details in the bylaws rather than in UHAP, thus requiring a vote of the general faculty, and
then copying the bylaws into UHAP (as it is the "policy" manual). The differences relate to who should approve
changes in grievance procedures.

Those in favor of having detail in the bylaws with approval by the general faculty want full faculty involvement in
all changes; those favoring details in UHAP (but with senate approval) believe the full faculty do not need to be
consulted for procedural changes and that discussion in the senate would provide debate to improve the policies
over just having faculty vote without benefit of discussion.

Committee Responsible for Developing the Policy:
APPC is the Senate committee responsible for developing the policy changes. However, a writing committee
includes representatives of other faculty groups and administration, in the manner of shared governance.

How to provide suggestions to the Development Committee
The full documents are posted at the Faculty Center page (http://w3fb.arizona.edu/senate/). This page includes a
form for forwarding responses to the writing team. Comments will be received until August 15, 2000, when a new
draft will be developed and presented to the Senate as a first reading.

References for further reading
1. Draft of the proposed changes in bylaws and policies -- w3fk.arizona.edu/senate/)

Committee of Eleven Guiding Principles for Faculty Grievance Procedures -
w3fp.arizona.edu/c 11 /grievance.html
ABOR Conditions of Faculty Service -- www.abor.asu.edu/policymanual/chap6/6-201.pdf
ASU Academic Constitution and Bylaws - www.asu.edu/aad/manuals/acd/acdl l2-Ol.html
ASU Academic Grievance Policies - www.asu.edulaad/manuals/acd/acdSO9-02.html
UA Constitution - w3fp.arizona.edu/senate/constit.htm
UA Bylaws - w3fp.arizona.edu/senatelbylaw.htm
UA UHAP - w3.arizona.edu/.uhap/ and CONUR --w3.arizona.eduI--vprovac'uhap/protocol.html

Draft 4/17/00



May 1, 2000 Faculty Senate Meeting Agenda Item #10

DRAFT
Revised Smoking Policy for the University of Arizona

Human Resourcs
Classified Staff Policy 408.0
University Handbook for Appointed Personnel 2.17
Effective: 09/88
Revised: 07/O 1/00
Subject: Smoking
Reference: ARS 36-601.02 as amended, SB 1153, DOA Inst. 6210

POLICY

The University of Arizona prohibits smoking in all buildings owned or leased by the
University, (see exceptions below). This policy exceeds the minimum requirements of
Arizona Revised Statute §36-601.02 and supports the goal of providing a safe and healthy
workplace for University employees. Smoking is prohibited within 25 feet of building
entrances, exits and fresh air intake grills, and in seating areas of assembly occupancies
such as stadiums, or any area where flammable materials are handled or stored, or where
other significant fire hazards may exist. Smoking is also prohibited in University owned

vehicles.

EXCEPTIONS

Smoking is permitted in the following University settings:
In residence halls designated for smoking by the Department of Residence Life.
On outdoor concourse areas of Arizona Stadium and McKale Center
In building stairwells that are open to the outdoors, and approved for this purpose.
In partially leased buildings where the University is a tenant, this policy is only
applicable within the actual leased premises.

COMPLAINTS

Complaints about non-compliance with this policy shall be made in writing to the dean,
director, department head, or other administrator responsible for the building area in
question. The responsible administrator shall enforce this policy and advise affected
faculty, staff and students of their responsibility in this regard.

Complaints may be anonymous, but must include specific information such as location,
description of the problem, and names of persons involved if known.

In some circumstances, the smoking limitations outlined in this policy may fail to prevent
environmental tobacco smoke from contaminating indoor air quality. The Department of
Risk Management and Safety shall provide technical assistance for the evaluation of
indoor air quality, and provide recommendations for improvement to the responsible
administrator,
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Proposed Smoking Policy Revision - Questions and Answers

What is being changed in the University's smoking policy?

Current state law and University policy generally prohibit smoking in state
owned buildings, but it does allow designation of smoking areas if smoke
does not drift to adjoining areas. The proposed policy change would go
beyond state law and prohibit all smoking in University buildings, with
limited, specific exceptions. The policy revision also proposes to prohibit
smoking within 25 feet of building entrances and in University vehicles.

2. Why is the policy being changed?

Most University buildings have reciróulating air systems. Experience has
shown that it is generally Impossible to. allow smoking within a building,
and not have smoke recirculated to some degree. The determination of
whether drifting smoke is present is subjective, and not protective of
building occupants who may be more sensitive to secondhand smoke than
others.

Concerning building entrances, there have been complaints voiced by
students and employees that smokers congregating outside of building
entrances create a high concentration of secoridhand smoke which must
be navigated to enter the building. lt has also been documented that
smoking in the vicinity of building fresh air intakes results in a direct impact
to indoor air quality.

University vehicles are an extension of the classroom and the workplace,
and as such, should be afforded the same protection of interior air quaIty
as University buildings.

3. What are the proposed exceptions?

. Residence halls designated for smoking.by Residence Life.
The outdoor concourses of M Kale Center and Arizona Stadium.
Building stairwells that are open to the outside, and have been
evaluated and approved for this purpose.
In leased buildings where the University is not the sole tenant, the
policy only applies in those areas occupied by the University.

4. Who enforces the policy?

This part of the policy is not proposed to change. The administrator for an
area where smoking complaints arise is responsible for handling and
resolving complaints. Complaints may be anonymous, but they must be in
writing, and include specific information to assist in evaluation and
resolution of the complaint.

p.3
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What assistance is available for those who wish to quIt smoking?

The University is arranging for smoking cessation programs that will be
available to students and employees in the near future. These programs
will be offered by outside firms that specialize in smoking cessation in
similar environments, Announcement of the services and programs
available is expected this summer.

Doesn't the proposed new policy discriminate against smokers?

There is no intent to demonize smokers or treat them as second class
citizens of the University community. However, the known health risks
associated with exposure to direct ánd secondhand smoke, and the
contamination of indoor air quality strongly suggests that further reduction
of smoking in University buildings is appropriate. By providing cessation
programs and encouragement for smokers to quit, and improving indoor
air quality for all, the University's learning and working environment will be
a better place for everyone.



DRAFT: FOR FACULTY SENATE REVIEW AND COMMENT.

ApriI 17, 2000

TO: The Faculty Senate

FR: The ad hoc committee appointed to propose guidelines for the development of policies
by senate committees (members: Roger Caldwell, Anna Elias-Cesnik, Dennis Larson,
Judith Leonard, Peter Medine, Bob Sankey, chair, and Lynne Wood)

RE: Guidelines for Policy Development by Senate Committees
Guidelines for Policy Development by Faculty Senate Committees

The purpose ofthese guidelines is to encourage early communication between and among the senate
and other groups affected by or with responsibility for developing policies. The guidelines are
developed in the spirit ofshared governance. They are designed to increase sharing of information
and in so doing to enhance the achievement ofcommon objectives through more efficient
development of more effective policies.

Early in the policy development process, senate committees are encouraged to consult with individuals
or groups who have expertise and/or responsibilities related to the proposed policy. The Vice Chair of
the Faculty should assist senate committees in identifying such individuals or groups. Examples of such
groups include other senate or general faculty committees, the university attorneys, the provosfs office,
GPSC, and ASUA.

During the policy development process, committees are encouraged to use open forums, Lo Que Pasa
and/or electronic communication to inform and solicit responses from those parts of the broader university
community that may be affected by the policy.

Committees are encouraged to bring policies to the senate in three steps.

Initial presentation of background and purpose. At an early point in committee deliberation, the
responsible committee should present to the senate a general description of the proposed policy. A brief fact
sheet may be provided. Examples of information that may be presented include: (a) the problem being
addressed; (b) relevant background and history; (c) the objective being sought; (d) the groups affected;(e) key
elements of the proposed policy; (f) the proposed procedure for implementation; (g) names of committee
members responsible for developing the proposed policy; and (h) the person(s) and method(s) by which
senators or others may provide responses and suggestions to the committee.

First reading(s). (Note: There may be more than one "first reading.") During the first reading, the
committee should present systematic and detailed discussion of the proposed policy. Senators should have the
opportunity to debate the policy and make suggestions for revisions to the committee. In subsequent readings,
the committee should present revisions of the proposed policy and explain the manner in which suggestions
were handled. Appropriate groups should continue active involvement in the process.

Final reading. The committee should develop its final draft taking into consideration the
suggestions that it received from the senate and other groups. To the extent practical, comment on the
proposed final draft should be sought from relevant groups prior to final reading before the senate. If
serious obstacles to policy approval remain, the committee should seek guidance from the Senate
Executive Committee prior to presentation to the senate. When disagreements or obstacles have been
resolved to the degree practical, the committee should present its final draft to the senate for
discussion and vote.

References: Shared Governance:http ://w3f.arizona.edu/senate/
Policies and Procedures: http:w3 .arizona.edu/policy/



Committee of Eleven
The University of Arizona

Annual Report
1999-2000

Members:
Roger Caldwell (Chair), Soil, Water and Environmental Science
Andy Silverman, (Vice-Chair), Law
Larry Aleamoni, Special Education, Rehabilitation and School Psychology
Jon Chow, Undergraduate Student, ASUA
Billie Raye Erlings, Music (Emeritus Faculty, Member until April 1, 2000)
Jerry Hogle, English
Tom Holm, American Indian Studies Program
Jack Marchalonis, Microbiology and Immunology
Shitala Mishra, Special Education, Rehabilitation and School Psychology
Diane Pearson, Graduate Student (APC), American Indian Studies Program
Jeffrey Warburton, Theatre Arts
Martin Weinand, Surgery (Member from April 1, 2000)
Marlys Witte, Surgery

Oven'iew
The Committee of Eleven held 16 meetings this year, generally on a two-week cycle; attendance is
high and meetings are generally restricted to 1.5 hours. There are 10 elected faculty, one
undergraduate, one graduate student, and the chair of the Faculty is ex-officio; 5 faculty are elected by
the general faculty each year, with the undergraduate student appointed by the ASUA President and the
Graduate Student appointed by the Graduate and Professional Student Council. The ftinction of the
Committee of Eleven, from the Faculty Constitution, is to:

Initiate, promote, and stimulate study and action dealing with and looking toward solution
of situations and problems of interest and concern to the faculty and to the University.

Make reports to the General Faculty or the Faculty Senate.

Speak for the General Faculty as and when authorized by the General faculty.

The Committee of Eleven web site (http://w3fp.arizona.edu/c1 1f) contains meeting minutes (posted
following approval of the minutes), committee history and operating guidelines, faculty governance
links, University of Arizona co-governance documents, and specific Committee of Eleven activities.

The Committee holds an annual retreat to develop plans and hold elections for the following academic
year. The May 1999 retreat summary topics were: issues relating to student mentoring and advising,
faculty grievance procedures, research integrity policies, a millennial forum project. Possible forum
topics included: intellectual property, distance learning, assessing student learning, role of the faculty,
innovation, goals of the university/what is a university, and credentialing vs educating students.

Committee guests included President Peter Likins, Vice President Richard Powell, and University
General Counsel Judith Leonard. The committee is represented on the Senate Executive Committee
and the President's Advisory Committee. Most committee members are also members of the Faculty
Senate.



Specdìc Activities for Academic Year 1999-2000

Principle Topic 1: Faculty Grievance

The Committee spent much of its time on faculty grievance procedures. This effort began the previous
year, when guiding principles were developed, and a choice was made to base our policies and
procedures on the Arizona State University model. Some members of the Committee of Eleven met
with CAFT, Conciliation, the University Attorney's Office, and with faculty and administrators at
ASU.

This year, working with the Senate Academic Personnel Policy Committee (APPC), a "writing
committee" was formed (chair ofCll, chair of APPC, Vice Chair ofCll/former chair of Constitution
and Bylaws Revision Committee, and Chair, Constitution and Bylaws Revision Committee. The
committee met with various groups (Vice Provost for Academic Affairs, University General Council,
EEO/AA Office, Ombuds Office, and further consulted with ASU. The writing committee was
expanded in the spring to include the Vice Provost for Academic Personnel and the University General
Counsel. Following a number of rewrites, and interactive discussions with the appropriate committees
(APPC, Committee of Eleven, Committee on Academic Freedom and Tenure, and Conciliation), a
draft will be presented by APPC at the May 1, 2000 Faculty Senate meeting (several presentations
were made to the Faculty Senate on general progress during the year). It expected to be completed in
fall 2000.

Principle Topic 2: Millennial Year Project

The Millennial Year Project generated some discussions and resulted in four topics: 1) Intellectual
Property: Who Owns Your Ideas And Works?, 2) Faculty-Centered Research University?, 3) Values
And Value Of The University And A University Education, and 4) The University Of Arizona In 2025:
Wishes And Visions.

The faculty were consulted (by a faculty-wide electronic mail note) for their questions concerning
theses topics (responses were via a web link off the Committee of Eleven web site). Each session was
two hours and held in the College of Law. Formats varied and included guest speakers from off
campus, panel discussion of faculty and students, and discussions with the audience. Each session was
video taped and a one-page summary made (posted on the Committee of Eleven web site).

Other Discussion Topics
Defined key provisions of research ethics and provided a detailed review of the draft "Policy on
Ethics in Research and Procedures for Misconduct in Research" (comments to Vice President
Powell and to the Senate Committee on Research Policy.
Discussed faculty salaries
Discussed intellectual property and some of the issues involved related to patents, who owns
what, and team vs individual development of research and teaching activities (including
electronic publishing).
Forwarded resolutions to President Likins regarding procedural issues in the Kay dismissal case
and options for future actions.
Discussed the whistle blower law (Arizona Legislature).

rlc: 4/17/00
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Report to the Faculty Senate
Committee on Academic Freedom and Tenure

1999-2000 Academic Year
Juan C. Heinrich, Chair

CAFT Members:

Term ending 5/00
Dr. Albrecht Classen, German Studies
Dr. Jeffrey R. Haskell, School of Music
Dr Juan C. Heinrich, Aerospace and Mechanical Engineering
(Chair 1/00-5/00)
Dr. Allan Matthias, Soil, Water and Environmental Science
(Chair 6/99-11/99)

Term ending 5/01
Ms. Victoria Mills, University Library
Dr. Marek Rychlik, Mathematics
Dr. Edward Williams, Political Science
Dr. Amy Williamsen, Spanish and Portuguese
(Vice-Chair and Acting Chair 12/99-1/00)

Term ending 5/02
Dr. Adela de la Torre, Mexican American Studies
Dr. Elizabeth Glisky, Psychology
Dr. C. John Maré, Veterinary Science and Microbiology
Dr. Joseph (Jay) Stauss, American Indian Studies

Term ending 5/03
Dr. Don Bourque, Biochemistry
Dr. Dana Fox, Language, Reading and Culture
Prof. R. Mark Isaac, Economics
Dr. James Ratner, Law Instruction

Charge:

The Committee on Academic Freedom and Tenure shall have jurisdi ction to make inquiry and to
conduct hearings in two general areas, namely: in regard to those matters contained in the
Conditions of Service dealing with the contractual employment relationship between the General
Faculty member and the University/Board of Regents; and in regard to any internal matters
relating to grievances against or by any member of the General Faculty. The C'onimittee shall
consider the protection ofacademicfreedom and tenure as a principal obligation. (Constitution
of the General Faculty of The University of Arizona, Article V, Section 9b).



Cases Requiring Panels:

In May 1999 CAFT received a case in which a faculty member complained against his dean.
Since the complainant requested an informal panel rather than a formal hearing, a three-
member panel was appointed to conduct an investigation and make a recommendation to the
President; no hearing took place. The President acted on the CAPT report and a compromise
was reached.

In January 2000 a faculty member filed a complaint against his director, dean and two other
members of his college. A five-member panel was formed to hear this case, which is still
ongoing.

Inquiries:

1) There was one inquiry on a denied promotion case that has not been formally submitted to
CAPT.

2) There was an inquiry on a previous CAPT case, and that matter was handled by the
President.

Other Items:

1) CAPT is suffering from the lack of an integrated and coherent faculty grievance process--this
has been a source of confusion and can lead to expensive litigation. The Committee has also
been strongly affected by the ASU-Kimball Supreme Court decision that allows full
representation by counsel in administrative hearings. There has been strong sentiment from the
committee members against the issue of representation. However, at this time CAPT is
proceeding under the assumption that in matters relating to grievances against or by any member
of the faculty, the faculty member will have the right to full representation by counsel at CAPT
hearings if they desire to exercise that option.
One of the basic problems created by the above mentioned situations is that CAPT members are
not lawyers but faculty, and their approach is to try to resolve conflicts in an academic setting,
not a legal forum. To help mitigate their potential adverse effect of the required changes on
CAPT, two actions will be taken by all future CAPT panels:

Hearings will be recorded by a court reporter to ensure accurate transcripts in addition to
the tape recording of the sessions.
Prior to submission to the President, CAPT reports will be examined by an outside
counsel to CAPT, who will advise CAPT on the potential legal implications.

3) In its meeting of September 8, 1999, CAFT was requested by the chair of the Committee of
Eleven to consider the following four questions:
Should the U. A. have two six-member committees instead of the current twelve-member
CAPT committee?
How should CAFT select its members?
What is the role of CAPT in research misconduct cases?
How should grievances be referred to CAPT?



CAFT held three special meetings, on October 1, October 29 and December 15 of 1999 to
address these issues, the results of which are:

CAPT members decided against the two-committee ASU model and for retaining the larger
twelve-member CAPT committee, which they feel reflects greater diversity and enables
broader discussion and easier empanelling.
The committee members proposed a revision to the Bylaws on how to select its members.
This was presented to the Faculty Senate on the February 7 meeting. No action was taken,
pending proposals from other committees that may supersede CAPT recommendations.
CAFT members are in agreement with the role of CAPT as the hearing body for research
misconduct cases, as set forth on page 15 of the 8-30-99 Draft Policy on Ethics and
Procedures for Investigation of Research Misconduct.
The committee members endorsed the idea of creating a grievance clearing house committee
as in the ASU model. They also agreed that they would like to see an ombudsman committee
formalized to assume a greater role in conciliation efforts and would like to take a closer look
at the role, structure and effectiveness of the Committee on Conciliation.

RespectfUlly submitted

J. C. Heinrich, Chair
April 17, 2000



Committee Membership

Susan Wilson-Sanders, Chair
John Bieging
Maiy McCaslin
Keith McElroy
Cecile McKee
Joyce Verran

COMMITTEE ON CONCILIATION
Annual Report

1999-2000

Department

University Animal Care
Steward Observatory
Educational Psychology
Art
Linguistics
Nursing

Term

5/98-4/00
5/55-4/01
5/98-4/00
5/98-4/00
5/99-4/01
5/99-4/01

One formal, written grievance and one formal request to review a dismissal were received during the year.
One additional faculty member contacted the Chair, however, the issue was resolved between the faculty
member and her Dean, thus conciliation was not necessary.

The grievance involved denial of promotion, and a COC panel reviewed the case for
procedural violations. No procedural violations were found; however, lack of clarity in
University standards had led to conftision regarding criteria for promotion. The specific
issue was the stage a book has to reach to be considered as a completed work. The
instructions for completion of the Curriculum Vitae to be prepared by the Candidate, as
provided in the annual P&T letter from the Provost, contain the following information:

"Publications/Creative Activity (Published or Accepted)

D Scholarly books and monographs (distinguish scholarly works vs. textbooks)
D Chapters in scholarly books and monographs (distinguish scholarly works vs.

textbooks; distinguish chapters presenting original research of candidate, not
reported elsewhere, from chapters reporting prior research, reviewing the state of
the field, etc.)

D Refereed journal articles, published or accepted in final form"

The confusion was centered around the lack of clarity regarding the stage a book needs to
have reached to be counted as a publication. Refereed journal articles must be published
or accepted in final form to be counted as part of the packet. The question arose as to
whether books must be published, in galley stage, or in some other phase of the process.
This issue led to concerns on the part of the faculty member regarding the promotion
reviews.



It was the recommendation of the panel that the Administration consider clarifying
this issue in future annual letters regarding promotion and tenure.

There was also concern on the part of the panel that expectations for performance and/or
understanding of the standards to be used in the promotion review process varied at the
departmental level versus higher levels of review.
Conciliation on the issue of promotion was not possible. The results of the COC review
were forwarded to the Chair of the Committee on Academic Freedom and Tenure. The
faculty member contacted the COC Chair on 4/17/00 and indicated that she had been
notified that she was being promoted to Full Professor and thanked the COC for its
assistance.

2. Pursuant to ABOR Policy Manual provision 6-201(l)(3)(a), President Likins referred an
appeal of dismissal from the faculty to the Committee during February 2000. Provisions of
ABOR Policy allow for a 30-day period of review with one extension of 30-days. A
request for extension was filed and approved by the President. The case could not be
resolved, and the President was so notified on 4/17/00.

During the year, the Committee also participated in the review of grievance procedures for
University Faculty. Several meetings were held to discuss the role of the current COC and
potential changes in the role and makeup of the COC. It is our understanding that the Senate has
determined that the COC will continue as is for the present.

The Committee was also provided an opportunity to attend a combined training session with the
Ombudsman Committee. The training was conducted on March 16, with five of the six COC
members in attendance.

Several issues remain of concern to the Committee as follows:

Continued inclusion of the COC in the review of P&T issues. The COC is charged
with review of P&T denials to ensure that no procedural violations have occurred.
The Committee rarely finds procedural violations, and in the past four years, every
P&T case brought to the COC has ended in the case going on to CAFT. The
presence of the COC in the grievance chain slows down the process of review for
faculty members and seems an unnecessary impediment in the process.
Faculty understanding of the role of the COC. The COC generally receives cases
that are end-stage, with little hope of resolution. The role of the Committee needs
to be publicized and faculty members encouraged to utilize our services BEFORE
problems have escalated to the point that resolution is difficult. As part of the
publicity for the Committee, the differences between the role of the Ombudsman
and Committee on Conciliation needs to be clarified.
Training. Unlike the Ombudsman Committee, COC members receive no training in
techniques of conciliation and mediation. With the light case load, many members
do not participate in a case the entire time they serve on the Committee. For the
coming year, none of the continuing members have served on a panel. To assist



future members, the exiting Chair will be drafting a Standard Operating Procedure
for handling of cases. It is our recommendation that annual training be provided to
the COC members, and that this training be separate from the Ombudsman
Committee.

Submitted on behalf of the Committee on Conciliation.

cc: Dr. Likins

Susan Wilson-Sanders, Chair
Committee on Conciliation
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COMMITTEE ON ETHICS AND COMMITMENT

1999-2000 Annual Report

Neal R. Armstrong (Chair), Chemistry (5/97-4/00)
Thomas P. Davis (Co-Chair), Pharmacology (5/94-4/00)

Carol A. Barnes, Psychology (5/98-4/01)
Don P. Bourque, Biochemistry (Ad Hoc Member)
John Bradley, LRC, Education (5/95-4/0 1)
Jennifer L Croissant, Materials Science and Engineering (5/99-4/02)

Paul R. Fish, Archaeology (5/99-4/01)
George N. Frantziskonis, Civil Engineering (Ad Hoc Member)
Mary L. Holcomb, Arizona Health Sciences Library (5/99-4/00)
Elaine G. Jones, Nursing (5/99-4/0 1)
Carol F. Larson, Education (5/99-4/02)
Mark A. Luprecht, Humanities Program (5/99-4/00)
Mary A. Peterson, Cognitive Science (5/99-4/02)
Susan E. Wilson-Sanders, University Animal Care (5/99-4/02)

Two allegations were brought before the University Committee on Ethics and
Commitment (U.C.E.C.) in 1999 and both were resolved by the U.C.E.C. Eight new members

were added to the U.C.E.C. Dr. Thomas Davis, Co-Chair of U.C.E.C., provided a training
session and new members were instructed on the fine points of conducting a U.C.E.C. inquiry.

Respectfully submitted on behalf of the Committee on Ethics and Commitment.

Location: Faculty Center
1400 East Mabel

Tucson, AZ 85721
(520) 621-1342

411.. L
mas P. Davis, Ph.D., Co-Chair Date



Committee on Corporate Relations

Thomas P. Davis, Ph.D. (Chair)
(520) 626-6282
(520) 626-4053 (fax)

Mailing Address:

The University of Arizona
P.O. Box 24-5050
Tucson, AZ 85724

Dr. Thomas P. Davis (Chair) Pharmacology
Mr. Tom Berresford, Alumni Association
Ms. Janet Bingham, Administration
Dr. J. D. Garcia, Physics
Mr. Michael S. Low, Intercollegiate Athletics
Mr. John Perrin, Intercollegiate Athletics
Mr. Richard Roberts, Budget Office
Mr. Andrew Silverman, College of Law
Mr. Francisco Aguilar, ASUA
Mr. Bruce Wright, Economic Development

The establishment of the new University of Arizona Committee on Corporate Relations (U.C.C.R.) occurred on

March 31, 1998, at the request of President Likins. On December 7, 1998, the Faculty Senate passed the new University

of Arizona Policy and Mission Statement on Corporate Relations developed by the U.C.C.R. The membership of the

U.C.C.R. includes representatives from the faculty, administration, staff and student body of the University of Arizona.

This past year the U.C.C.R. was very busy studying and reviewing matters presented to U.C.C.R The U.C.C.R.

has studied and continues to discuss the Collegiate License Code of Conduct (CLC), discussed contracts/agreements!
licenses where trademark or UofA logo use is considered, discussed corporate relationships and the use of corporate

symbols in the Student Union. discussed the concerns of Students Against Sweatshops and finally, voted to endorse the

proposed "Collegiate Code of Conduct for CLC Licensees."

The U.C.C.R. continues to provide a forum to discuss and study relationships between the University of Arizona

and various corporations or similar entities per the approved policy of the U.C.C.R. At the present time the U.C.C.R. is
considering an addendum to the U.C.C.R policy in the area ofadvertising.

Respectfully submitted on behalf of the University Committee on Corporate Relations.

Thomas P. Davis, Chair Date

TPD/rkd
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1999-2000 Annual Report
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The University of Arizona
Academic Personnel Policy Committee

A Standing Committee of the Faculty Senate

ANNUAL REPORT 1999-2000

Committee Members:
Raphael Gruener, Physiology
Joyce Henderson, Art
Barbara Kosta, German
Dennis Larson, Chair, Agricultural & Biosystems Engineering
Mitchel McClaran, Renewable Natural Resources
Robert Mitchell, University Library
Gerald Monsman, English

Sexual Harassment Policy:
The UA Office of Equal Opportunity & Affirmative Action presented a draft, revised Sexual
Harassment Policy to APPC in 1998-99. The revised policy, left with the Office of Affirmative
Action in spring 1999 for revision and representation, has not yet returned to APPC.

Whistle-Blower Policy:
A revised Whistle-Blower Policy was adopted by the Senate in Spring 1999. The University
President suggested minor changes to this recommended policy and issued an interim policy.
The Senate passed an amendment revising the de novo statement on Nov. 1, 1999 and
recommended the amended policy be implemented. The university has not yet adopted the
amended policy.

Smoking Policy:
UA Human Resources presented a revised campus smoking policy; APPC recommended Faculty
Senate endorsement of the new policy.

Grievance Policy:
The Committee of Eleven recommended replacement of current Faculty Grievance Policies with
a policy modeled on ASU policy. APPC began working with the Chair of the Committee of
Eleven in fall 1999. In fall, a working group presented a grievance policy revision plan to and
consulted with the Vice Provost, University Attorney, Assoc. V.P. for Equal Opportunity and
Affirmative Action, Chairs of CAFT and Conciliation Committee and Coordinator,
Ombudsperson Program to obtain their input regarding this plan.

A subcommittee consisting of Dennis Larson, Roger Caidwell, Robert Sankey and Andy
Silverman was formed to rewrite the grievance policy. They developed draft policy presented in
the form of brief bylaws presenting the grievance review structure and a detailed policy and
procedures. The draft bylaws and policy and procedures then were modified by APPC, revised
by the writing committee with suggestions from the University Attorney and Vice Provost, and
reconsidered by APPC. A status report was presented to the Senate in March; an updated report
on grievance policy development will be presented at the May meeting.



1999-2000 Annual Report to the Faculty Senate
Student Affairs Policy Committee

Members:

Terry Badger, Nursing
Jon Chow, ASUA
John Garcia, Political Science
Bosun Flau, ASUA
Alexis Hernandez, Office of the Dean of Students
Jennifer Jenkins, Humanities Program
Kelly LeFevre, GPSC
Kenneth Marcum, Plant Sciences
Shitala Mishra, Special Education, Rehabilitation and School Psychology
Ana Perches, Spanish and Portuguese
Steve Smith, Renewable Natural Resources (Chair)

Development of language for the Code of Academic Integrity that would prohibit the
submission of previously submitted academic work without citation or the instructor's
permission. The Committee has worked with members of ASUA and GPSC to develop
the following draft language (changes underlined and in bold):

Prohibited Conduct:

Conduct prohibited by the Code consists of ail forms of academic dishonesty,
including, but not limited to: cheating, fabrication, facilitating academic
dishonesty, and plagiarism as set out and defined in the Code of Conduct,
ABOR Policy 5-308-E. 10; submittln an item of academic work that has
previously been submitted for academic advancement without fair citation
of the or1ilnal work or authorization by the faculty member supervlsinZ
the work; modifying any academic work to obtain additional credit in the same
class unless approved in advance by the faculty member; failure to observe
rules of academic integrity established by a faculty member for a particular
course; and attempting to commit an act prohibited by this Code. Any attempt
to commit an act prohibited by these rules shall be subject to sanctions to the
same extent as completed acts.

We have also proposed that the Faculty Responsibility section of the Code of Academic
Integrity be modified to emphRize the need for faculty to explain their policies
regarding multiple submission of academic work (changes underlined and in
bold/strikeout):

Faculty responsibility

Faculty members shall foster an expectation of academic integrity and shall
notify students of their policy for the submission of academic work that has
been previously submitted for academic advancement, as well as any
special rules of academic integrity established for a particiiir class (e.g.
whether or not a faculty member permits collaboration of homework use of the
game paper lu more than one class, etc.) and make every reasonable effort to
avoid situations conducive to infractions of the Code. An intentionally false
charge of violation of the Code shall be treated as a violation of the Code or of
the applicable University rules.



ASUA and GPSC are currently considering the draft language (17 April 2000), and with
their approval this will be brought to the Faculty Senate.

Responding to complaints from students and faculty, the Committee developed a
memorandum for distribution to all faculty regarding existing policies for the
scheduling of final examinations and book ordering. This memorandum is to be
distributed before the end of the Spring Semester and again at the beginning of the
Fall Semester:

Based on complaints from students and faculty, the Faculty Senate Student
Affairs Policy Committee believes that all faculty should be reminded of existing
University policies related to final examinations and book ordering. Faculty
are reminded that violations of these policies may result in disciplinaiy action.

Examinations during the week of the first final exam.

All forms of examinations are prohibited on scheduled class days during the
week in which regularly scheduled final examinations begin. Specific
exceptions for certain courses may be granted by obtaining prior approval from
the appropriate department head and academic dean. Students shall be
informed of any such exceptions prior to the end of the fourth week of classes.
University Handbook for Appointed Personnel (Sec. 7.08.05).

The following policy related to book ordering was approved by the Faculty
Senate on 6 March 2000:

Faculty will inform the campus bookstore by sending a list of required,
recommended and optional materials for all courses. The bookstore must
provide all required and recommended materials and may provide optional
materials. If the bookstore is unable to provide an item that is required or
recommended, the bookstore will attempt to notify students where these items
may be obtained. The faculty shall receive notification, in some form, from the
campus bookstore about whether or not the various items on their submitted
lists have been ordered.

The Committee reviewed the draft of the revised Student Code of Conduct and passed
suggestions on to the Dean of Students.

The Committee considered the development of policies related to group work and how
it is graded. As a result of the Committee's lack of interest and the results of
discussions with various faculty members involved in improving group work on
campus, it was determined that it may be premature to consider development of some
policy to regulate either the use of group activities or how they are graded.

Efforts continued to insure that college-specific honor codes are compatible with the
Code of Academic Integrity. The honor code within the College of Law has been
revised to meet this requirement. Efforts to achieve this in the College of Medicine are
ongoing.



Vice Chair of the Faculty
Jory Hancock*

Secretary of the Faculty
Wanda Howefl*

Committee on Academic Freedom and
Tenure
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GENERAL FACULTY ELECTION RESULTS

SPRING 2000
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Strategic Planning and Budget
Advisory Committee
Betty Atwater*
Shitala P. Mishra
Andrew Polk*



SYNOPSIS OF SPRING 2000 FACULTY SENATE ELECTIONS

Faculty Senators whose terms end 4/00 because they did not run for re-election:
Dvorak, Robert, W.
Dyl, Edward A.
Garcia, John A.
Heinrich, Juan C.
Laetsch, Theodore W.
Levin, John S.
Levy, Eugene H.
Maré, C. John
Nolan, Paul E.
Pope, Edward R.
Swindle, Timothy D.
Voyatzis, Mary E.

New Faculty Senators whose terms begin 5/00:
Benson III, Lehman
Bickel, William S.
Grant, Don
Kurzer, Paulette
Regan, John W.
Romer, Frank E.
Smith, Steven E.
Tal, Kali
Taren, Douglas L.
Walsh, J. Bruce

Faculty Senators who were re-elected, so their terms now run through 4102:
Armstrong, Neal R
Dahigran, Roger A.
Davis, Donald R
Davis, Thomas P.
Hurt; Charles D.
Impey, Christopher D.
Jenkins, Jennifer L.
Joens, Lynn A.
Larson, Dennis L.
Marchalonis, John J.
Medine, Peter E.
Merkie, Carrie
Mitchell, Robert P.
Schooley, Larry C.
Silverman, Andrew
Warburton, Jeffrey L.
Weinand, Martin E.

Note: Special election to be held during 4/00 to fill Senate College representative seats for Architecture,
Education, and two Senator-at Large seats for a special one-year term.

sencalls\1999-00\spring 2000 election resulisdoc
ph 4.18-00



SYNOPSIS OF SPRING 2000 FACULTY SENATE ELECTIONS

Faculty Senators whose terms end 4/00 because they did not run for re-election:
Dvorak, Robert, W.
Dyl, Edward A.
Garcia, John A.
Heinrich, Juan C.
Laetsch, Theodore W.
Levin, John S.
Levy, Eugene H.
Maré, C. John
Nolan, Paul E.
Pope, Edward R.
Swindle, Timothy D.
Voyatzis, Maiy E.

New Faculty Senators whose terms begin 5/00:
Benson HT, Lehman
Bickel, William S.
Grant, Don
Kurzer, Paulette
Regan, John W.
Romer, Frank E.
Smith, Steven E.
Tal, Kali
Taren, Douglas L.
Walsh, J. Bruce

Faculty Senators who were re-elected, so their terms now run through 4/02:
Armstrong, Neal R
Dalmigran, Roger A.
Davis, Donald R
Davis, Thomas P.
Hurt Charles D.
Impey, Chnstopher D.
Jenkins, Jennifer L.
Joens, Lynn A.
Larson, Dennis L.
Marchalonis, John J.
Medine, Peter E.
Merkie, Carrie
Mitchell, Robert P.
Schooley, Larry C.
Silverman, Andrew
Warburton, Jeffrey L.
Weinand, Martin E.

Note: Special election to be held during 4/00 to fill Senate College representative seats for Architecture,
Education, and two Senator-at Large seats for a special one-year term.

scncalls\1999-00\spring 2000 election results.doc
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2000-2001 Faculty Senate Meeting Schedule
All meetings are tentatively scheduledfor 3:00-5:00 p.m. in the College of Law, Room 146.

Monday, September 11, 2000
Monday, October 2, 2000
Monday, November 6, 2000
Monday, December 4, 2000
Monday, January 22, 2001*
Monday, February 5, 2001
Monday, March 5, 2001
Monday, April 2, 2001
Monday, May 7, 2001

*January 10, first day of classes, and January 15, MILK Day

2000-2000 Faculty Senate Executive Committee Meeting Schedule
All meetings are scheduledfor 3:00-5:00 p. ni. in the Faculty Center, 1400 E. Mabel St.

Monday, August 28, 2000*
Monday, September 18, 2000
Monday, October 23, 2000
Monday, November 20, 2000
Monday, December 11, 2000
Monday, January 8, 2001**
Monday, February 19, 2001
Monday, March 19, 2001***
Monday, April 16, 2001

*August 21, first day of classes
**January 10, first day of classes, and January 15, MILK Day
***March 10-18, spring break

pb
3/29/00
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NAME

Aleamoni, Lawrence M.

Armstrong, Neal R.

Benson III, Lehman

Bickel, William S.

Caldwell, Roger L.

Dahigran, Roger A.

Davis, Donald R.

Davis, Thomas P.

DeYoung, Donald W.

Graff, Benjamin

Grant, Don

Gruener, Raphael P.

Hancock; Jory

Hogle, Jerrold E.

Houtkooper Linda K.

Howell, Wanda H.

Hurt, Charlie D.

Impey, Christopher D.

Ivey, Paul E.

Jenkins, Jennifer L.

Joens, Ln A.

THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA®
FACULTY SENATE ROSTER

2000-2001
May 2000

FACULTY SENATE STATUS

Senator-at-Large (2001)

College Rep., Science (2002)

College Rep., BPA (2002)

College Rep., Science (2002)

Senator-at-Large (2001)

College Rep., Agriculture (2002)

College Rep., Engr. & Mines (2002)

College Rep., Medicine (2002)

Senator-at-Large (2001)

Student Representative (2001)

College Rep., SBS (2002)

Senator-at-Large (2001)

Ex-Officio: Vice Chair of the Faculty (2002)

Ex-Officio: Chair of the Faculty (2001)

Senator-at-Large (2001)

Ex-officio: Secretary of the Faculty (2002)

College Rep., SBS (2002)

College Rep., Science (2002)

Senator-at-Large (2001)

College Rep., Non-College (2002)

College Rep., Agriculture (2002)

i

TITLE AND DEPARTMENT

Dept. Head, SpecEdlRehab/Sch Psych

Professor, Chemistry

Asst. Professor, Mngmt/Policy

Professor, Physics

Professor, Soil, Water & Envir. Sci.

Assoc. Prof., Ag/Resource Economics

Professor, Hydrology & Water Res.

Professor, Pharmacology

Veterinary Spec., Univ. Animal Care

President, ASUA

Assoc. Professor, Sociology

Professor, Physiology

Professor, Dance, School of Music

Professor, English

Specialist, Nutritional Sciences

Assoc. Professor, Nutritional Sciences

Assoc. Dean, Academic Afiirs, SBS

Professor, Astronomy

Assoc. Professor, Art

Asst. Professor, Humanities Program

Professor, Vet. Sci. & Microbiology



NAME FACULTY SENATE STATUS TITLE AND DEPARTMENT

Kosta, Barbara Senator-at-Large (2001) Assoc. Professor, German Studies

Kurzer, Paulette College Rep., Social Sciences (2002) Assoc. Professor, Political Science

Larson, Dennis L. College Rep., Agriculture (2002) Assoc. Professor, Ag./Biosystems Engr.

Likins, Peter W. Ex-Officio: President President

Marchalonis, John J. College Rep., Medicine (2002) Dept. Head, Microbiology & Immun.

Medine, Peter E. College Rep., Humanities (2002) Professor, English

Merkie, Carrie J. College Rep., Nursing (2002) Asst. Professor, Nursing

Mishra, Shitala P. Senator-at-Large (2001) Professor, SpecEdlRehab/Sch Psych

Mitchell, Robert P. College Rep., Non-College (2002) Librarian, University Library

O'Brien, Shirley J. Senator-at-Large (2001) Assoc. Dir., Cooperative Extension

Parsons, L. Claire Senator-at-Large (2001) Professor, Nursing

Pepper, Ian L. Senator-at-Large (2001) Professor, Soil, Water & Envir. Sci.

Perches, Ana Senator-at-Large (2001) Senior Lecturer, Spanish and Portuguese

Pitt, Sheila B. Senator-at-Large (2001) Assoc. Professor, Art

Powell, Richard C. Ex-Officio: Elected by Vice Presidents Vice Provost, Research/Grad. Studies

Regan, John W. College Rep., Pharmacy (2002) Professor, Pharmacology/Toxicology

Romer, Frank E. College Rep., Humanities (2002) Assoc. Professor, Classics

Schooley, Lany C. College Rep., Engr. & Mines (2002) Professor, Elec. & Comptr. Engr.

Sheridan, Thomas E. Senator-at-Large (2001) Curator, Arizona State Museum

Silverman, Andrew College Rep., Law (2002) Clinical Professor, Law

Smith, Steven E. College Rep., Agriculture (2002) Assoc. Professor, Renewable Nat Res

Spece, Roy G., Jr. Senator-at-Large (2001) Professor, Law

Sypherd, Paul Ex-Officio: Provost Provost

Szilagyi, Mildos N. Senator-at-Large (2001) Professor, Elec. & Cmptr. Engr.

2



NAME

Tal, Kali

Taren, DougJas L.

Walsh, J. Bruce

Warburton, Jeffrey L.

Weinand, Martin E.

Witte, Marlys H.

Zwolinski, Malcolm J.

PARLIAMENTARIAN

APPOINTED PERSONNEL ORGANIZATION COUNCIL REPRESENTATIVE

Juli, A. J. Timothy Research Scientist, Geosciences

- ALUMNI ASSOCIATION REPRESENTATIVE

Rochlin, Jay M. Assoc. Director, Alumni Association

STAFF ADVISORY COUNCIL REPRESENTATIVE

Roberts, Jack Administrative Assoc., Ag Extension Admin

UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA SOUTH REPRESENTATIVE

Jacobs, W. Jake Assoc. Professor, Psychology, UA South

Total: 52 Senators

Still to be appointed: 3 ASUA Student Senators
2 GPSC Student Senators
i GPSC President
I Ex-Ofiicio: Elected by Deans
Senate Parliamentarian

Stili to be elected: i College of Architecture Senator
i College of Education Senator
2 Senators-at--Large for special one-year terms

.%'inword\sencalIs\2000-01\rost 2000-O! .doc

FACULTY SENATE STATUS

College Rep., AIC (2002)

College Rep., Public Health (2002)

College Rep., College of Science (2002)

College Rep., Fine Arts (2002)

College Rep., Medicine (2002)

Senator-at-Large (2001)

Senator-at-Large (2001)

3

TITLE AND DEPARTMENT

Professor, Arizona Internat'l. College

Assoc. Professor, UA Prevention Center

Assoc. Professor, Ecol./Evol. Biology

Assoc. Professor, Theatre Arts

Assoc. Professor, Surgery

Professor, Surgery

Professor, Renewable Natural Res.
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NAME

Aleamoni, Lawrence M.

Armstrong, Neal R.

Benson III, Lehman

Bickel, William S.

Caidwell, Roger L.

Dahigran, Roger A.

Davis, Donald R.

Davis, Thomas P.

DeYoung, Donald W.

Graff, Benjamin

Grant, Don

Gruener, Raphael P.

Hancock, Jory

Hogle, Jerrold E.

Houtkooper, Linda K.

Howell, Wanda H.

Hurt, Charlie D.

Impey, Christopher D.

Ivey, Paul E.

Jenkins, Jennifer L.

Joens, Ln A.

THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA®
FACULTY SENATE ROSTER

2000-2001
May2000

FACULTY SENATE STATUS

Senator-at-Large (2001)

College Rep., Science (2002)

College Rep., BPA (2002)

College Rep., Science (2002)

Senator-at-Large (2001)

College Rep., Agriculture (2002)

College Rep., Engr. & Mines (2002)

College Rep., Medicine (2002)

Senator-at-Large (2001)

Student Representative (2001)

College Rep., SBS (2002)

Senator-at-Large (2001)

Ex-Officio: Vice Chair of the Faculty (2002)

Ex-Oficio: Chair of the Faculty (2001)

Senator-at-Large (2001)

Ex-oficio: Secretary of the Faculty (2002)

College Rep., SBS (2002)

College Rep., Science (2002)

Senator-at-Large (2001)

College Rep., Non-College (2002)

College Rep., Agriculture (2002)

i

TITLE AND DEPARTMENT

Dept. Head, SpecEd/Rehab/Sch Psych

Professor, Chemistry

Asst. Professor, MngmtlPolicy

Professor, Physics

Professor, Soil, Water & Envir. Sci.

Assoc. Prof., Ag/Resource Economics

Professor, Hydrology & Water Res.

Professor, Pharmacology

Veterinary Spec., Univ. Animal Care

President, ASUA

Assoc. Professor, Sociology

Professor, Physiology

Professor, Dance, School of Music

Professor, English

Specialist, Nutritional Sciences

Assoc. Professor, Nutritional Sciences

Assoc. Dean, Academic Affairs, SBS

Professor, Astronomy

Assoc. Professor, Art

Asst. Professor, Humanities Program

Professor, Vet. Sci. & Microbiology



NAME FACULTY SENATE STATUS TITLE AND DEPARTMENT

Kosta, Barbara Senator-at-Large (2001) Assoc. Professor, German Studies

Kurzer, Paulette College Rep., Social Sciences (2002) Assoc. Professor, Political Science

Larson, Dennis L. College Rep., Agriculture (2002) Assoc. Professor, Ag./Biosystems Engr.

Likins, Peter W. Ex-Officio: President President

Marchalonis, John J. College Rep., Medicine (2002) Dept. Head, Microbiology & Immun.

Medine, Peter E. College Rep., Humanities (2002) Professor, English

Merkie, Carrie J. College Rep., Nursing (2002) Asst. Professor, Nursing

Mishra, Shitaia P. Senator-at-Large (2001) Professor, SpecEd/Rehab/Sch Psych

Mitchell, Robert P. College Rep., Non-College (2002) Librarian, University Librar)'

O'Brien, Shirley J. Senator-at-Large (2001) Assoc. Dir., Cooperative Extension

Parsons, L. Claire Senator-at-Large (2001) Professor, Nirsing

Pepper, Ian L. Senator-at-Large (2001) Professor, Soil, Water & Envir. Sci.

Perches, Ana Senator-at-Large (2001) Senior Lecturer, Spanish and Portuguese

Pitt, Sheila B. Senator-at-Large (2001) Assoc. Professor, Art

Powell, Richard C. Ex-Officio: Elected by Vice Presidents Vice Provost, Research/Grad. Studies

Regan, John W. College Rep., Pharmacy (2002) Professor, Pharmacology/Toxicology

Romer, Frank E. College Rep., Humanities (2002) Assoc. Professor, Classics

Schooley, Larry C. College Rep., Engr. & Mines (2002) Professor, Elec. & Comptr. Engr.

Sheridan, Thomas E. Senator-at-Large (2001) Curator, Arizona State Museum

Silverman, Andrew College Rep., Law (2002) Clinical Professor, Law

Smith, Steven E. College Rep., Agriculture (2002) Assoc. Professor, Renewable Nat Res

Spece, Roy G., Jr. Senator-at-Large (2001) Professor, Law

Sypherd, Paul Ex-Officio: Provost Provost

Szilagyi, Mildos N. Senator-at-Large (2001) Professor, Elec. & Cmptr. Engr.

2



NAME

Tal, Kali

Taren, Douglas L.

\Valsh, J. Bruce

Warburton, Jeffrey L.

Weinand, Martin E.

Witte, Marlys H.

Zwolinski, Malcolm J.

PARLIAMENTARIAN

APPOINTED PERSONNEL ORGANIZATION COUNCIL REPRESENTATIVE

Juli, A. J. Timothy Research Scientist, Geosciences

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION REPRESENTATIVE

Rochlin, Jay M. Assoc. Director, Alumni Association

STAFF ADVISORY COUNCIL REPRESENTATIVE

Roberts, Jack Administrative Assoc., Ag Extension Admin

UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA SOUTh REPRESENTATIVE

Jacobs, W. Jake Assoc. Professor, Psychology, UA South

Total: 52 Senators

Stili to be appointed: 3 ASUA Student Senators
2 GPSC Student Senators
1 GPSC President
1 Ex-Officio: Elected by Deans
Senate Parliamentarian

Still to be elected: 1 College of Architecture Senator
1 College of Education Senator
2 Senators-atLarge for special one-year terms

rnword\sencalls\2000-O I\rost 2000-O 1.doc

FACULTY SENATE STATUS

College Rep., AIC (2002)

College Rep., Public Health (2002)

College Rep., College of Science (2002)

College Rep., Fine Arts (2002)

College Rep., Medicine (2002)

Senator-at-Large (2001)

Senator-at-Large (2001)

3

TITLE AND DEPARTMENT

Professor, Arizona Internat'l. College

Assoc. Professor, UA Prevention Center

Assoc. Professor, Ecol.IEvol. Biology

Assoc. Professor, Theatre Arts

Assoc. Professor, Surgery

Professor, Surgery

Professor, Renewable Natural Res.
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NAME

Aleamoni, Lawrence M.

Armstrong, Neal R.

Benson III, Lehman

Bickel, William S.

Caldwell, Roger L.

Dahigran, Roger A.

Davis, Donald R.

Davis, Thomas P.

DeYoung, Donald W.

Graff, Benjamin

Grant, Don

Gruener, Raphael P.

Hancock, Jory

Hogle, Jerrold E.

Houtkooper, Linda K.

Howell, Wanda H.

Hurt, Charlie D.

Impey, Christopher D.

Ivey, Paul E.

Jenkins, Jennifer L.

THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA®
FACULTY SENATE ROSTER

2000-2001
May2000

E-MAIL ADDRESSES

E-MAIL ADDRESS TITLE AND DEPARTMENT

aleamonl@u.arizona.edu, Dept. Head, SpecEd/Rehab/Sch Psych

nra@u.arizona.edu Professor, Chemistry

lbenson@bpa.arizona.edu Asst. Professor, Mngmt/Policy

bickel@physics.arizona.edu Professor, Physics

caIdwellag.arizona.edu Professor, Soil, Water & Envir. Sci.

dahlgranu.arizona.edu Assoc. Prof, Ag/Resource Economics

drdavis@hwr.arizona.edu Professor, Hydrology & Water Res.

davistp@u.arizona.edu Professor, Pharmacology

deyoungdu.arizona.edu Veterinary Spec., Univ. Animal Care

bwgraffu .arizona.edu President, AS UA

grantdu.arizona.edu. Assoc. Professor, Sociology

rgrueneru.arizona.edu Professor, Physiology

joryu.arizona.edu Professor, Dance, School of Music

hogIeu .arizona.edu Professor, English

houtkoop@u.arizona.edu Specialist, Nutritional Sciences

whhowellag.arizona.edu Assoc. Professor, Nutritional Sciences

cdh@u.arizona.edu Assoc. Dean, Academic Affairs, SBS

cimpey@as.arizona.edu Professor, Astronomy

piveyu.arizona.edu Assoc. Professor, Art

jenkinsj@u .arizona.edu Asst. Professor, Humanities Program

i



NAME

Joens, Ln A.

Kosta, Barbara

Kurzer, Paulette

Larson, Dennis L.

Likins, Peter W.

Marchalonis, John J.

Medine, Peter E.

Merkle, Carrie J.

Mishra, Shitala P.

Mitchell, Robert P.

O'Brien, Shirley J.

Parsons, L. Claire

Pepper, Ian L.

Perches, Ana

Pitt,Sheila B.

Powell, Richard C.

Regan, John W.

Romer, Frank E.

oley, Larry

Sheridan, Thomas E.

Silverman, Andrew

Smith, Steven E.

Spece, Roy G., Jr.

Sypherd, Paul

E-MAIL ADDRESS TITLE AND DEPARTMENT

joens@ag.arizona.edu Professor, Vet. Sci. & Microbiology

bkosta@u.arizona.edu Assoc. Professor, German Studies

kurzer@u.arizona.edu Assoc. Professor, Political Science

larsond@u.arizona.edu Assoc. Professor, Ag.IBiosystems Engr.

plikins@u.arizona.edu President

dianah@u.arizona.edu Dept. Head, Microbiology & Immun.

medine@u.arizona.edu Professor, English

cmerklernl.nursing.arizona.edu Asst. Professor, Nursing

mishrasu . arizona.cdu Professor, SpccEd!Rehab/Sch Psych

rmitchel@bird.librarv.arizona.edu

sobrienag.arizona.edu

cparsonsrn1.nursing.arizona.edu

ipepperag.arizona.edu

perches@u .arizona.edu

spittcu .arizona.cdu

rcpowell@u.arizonaedu

reganpharmacy.arizona.edu

feromercu.arizona.edu

schooley@ece.arizona.edu

tes(2iu.arizona.edu

silverman@nt.law.arizona.edu

azalfalfag.arizona.edu

spece@nt.law.arizona.edu

sypherdarizona.edu

2

Librarian, University Library

Assoc. Dir., Cooperative Extension

Professor, Nursing

Professor, Soil, Water & Envir. Sci.

Senior Lecturer, Spanish and Portuguese

Assoc. Professor, Art

Vice Provost, Research/Grad. Studies

Professor, Pharmacology/Toxicology

Assoc. Professor, Classics

Professor, Elec. & Comptr. Engr.

Curator, Arizona State Museum

Clinical Professor, Law

Assoc. Professor, Renewable Nat Res

Professor, Law

Provost



NAME

Szilagyi, Mildos N.

Tal, Kali

Taren, Douglas L.

Walsh, J. Bruce

Warburton, Jeffrey L.

Weinand, Martin E.

Witte, Marlys H.

Zwolinski, Malcolm J.

PARLIAMENTARIAN

APPOINTED PERSONNEL ORGANIZATION COUNCIL REPRESENTATIVE

E-MAIL ADDRESS

mns@ece.arizona.edu

kali@kalital.com

taren@u.arizona.edu

jbwalshu .arizona.edu

warburto@u.arizona.edu

ndw@u .arizona.edu

gracewu.arizona.edu

mjzag.arizona.edu

Juli, A. J. Timothy jull@u.arizona.edu

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION REPRESENTATIVE

Rochlin, Jay M. rochlin@ai.arizona.edu

STAFF ADVISORY COUNCIL REPRESENTATIVE

Roberts, Jack jroberts@ag.arizona.edu

UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA SOUTH REPRESENTATIVE

Jacobs, W. Jake wjju.arizona.edu

Total: 52 Senators Still to be appointed:

Still to be elected: i College of Architecture Senator
1 College of Education Senator
2 Senators-at Large for special one-year terms
i Ex-Officio: Elected by Deans

wjnword\enca1Is\2OOO-O Prost 2000-O 1.doc pb 4/18/00

3

TITLE AND DEPARTMENT

Professor, Elec. & Cmptr. Engr.

Professor, Arizona Internat'!. College

Assoc. Professor, UA Prevention Center

Assoc. Professor, EcolíEvol. Biology

Assoc. Professor, Theatre Arts

Assoc. Professor, Surgery

Professor, Surgery

Professor, Renewable Natural Res.

Research Scientist, Geosciences

Assoc. Director, Alumni Association

Admin. Assoc., Ag Extension Admin.

Assoc. Professor, Psychology, U. South

3 ASUA Student Senators
2 GPSC Student Senators
i GPSC President
Senate Parliamentarian
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